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Celebrations in Bournemouth as Hospital Radio
Bedside celebrate Hospital Broadcasting Week 2005
and I am assured it was only tea he was drinking!

Dear Reader,
As I write this, it is the end of a roller coaster week:
on a total high one day with the announ cement about
the Olympics to be followed by an all time low the very
next day. I do hope no members were involved in the
tragedy – if any were, may I offer my sincerest wishes
for a speedy recovery.
In this bumper edition, you will find a copy of the
HBA DVD ‘Hospital Broadcasting the UK’. To
complement this we have prepared a supplement
which looks at ways of publicising your station. Please
share your comments with us. The only way we can
give you what you want is by having input from you.
In the last issue, I asked what features or articles you
would like to see – to date – nothing. Can I assume that
you are totally satisfied with everything in the
magazine? If you don’t tell us, we’ll never know.
Don’t forget either to send in reports of your station’s
activities – it is always helpful to know what other
stations are doing.
Looking forward to receiving your reports.

Michelle
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Committee Report
BEDSIDE
ENTERTAINMENT
SYSTEMS
At the last Executive Committee
meeting, there were a number of
reports of stations having problems of
one sort or another with the company
providing the bedside entertainment
system in their hospital. These ranged
from connection/installation problems,
through broken bedside units to an
apparent total absence of staff to assist
patients to use the system. June asked
that anyone experiencing such problems
contact her, preferably by e-mail. She
has built up a good relationship with
Patientline HQ and problems
forwarded are usually resolved fairly
promptly. June is also attempting to set
up similar relationships with the other
system providers.

MEMBERSHIP
DIRECTORY
We are planning to produce a new
printed version of the Membership
Directory, listing contact details etc for
all HBA members. This will be based
on the information provided to us
during this year's membership renewals
cycle. If any of your station's details
have changed since you renewed your
subscription, please contact Marie as
soon as possible.

PPL LICENCE
Many of you will have recently
received an invitation from PPL to
apply for a licence to broadcast music
and to dub music to your computerised
playout system. The details of the
licence have been the subject of lengthy
debate between HBA and PPL and the
EC believe that the licence terms are as
good as we can achieve and should
cover most of your individual
circumstances. If you have any detailed
questions, please direct them to John
Watson.

HBA ENTERPRISES LTD
The directors of Enterprises have
finally submitted their accounts for the
year ending April 2004 to Companies
House. They showed that Enterprises
owed HBA £7855.89. I'm pleased to
be able to report that just as I was
writing this, I heard that, with a little
prodding from our solicitor, they have
paid-up. However, the directors are still
not co-operating with either the HBA
or our solicitor to wind-up the company
or transfer its ownership to HBA. We
will continue to pursue them about this.
ON AIR
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by Nigel Dallard, Secretary

ACADEMIC REPORTS
John Watson has obtained copies of
a number of academic papers from
Glasgow Caledonian University's
Department of Psychology covering
their research into the effect of music
listening on chronic pain.
The research appears to show that
listening to music (and to a lesser extent
comedy) is an effective distraction for
those in pain. Allowing the patient to
select their own music/comedy
improved the results. We're hoping to
get a summary of the papers in laymen's
terms but it looks like we may have
academic proof that hospital radio and
especially patients' requests
programmes, have a real beneficial
effect on patients.

NATIONAL HOSPITAL
RADIO AWARDS
At the last EC meeting, Dave
Nicholson presented figures that
showed that the 2005 Awards cost the
HBA only £1500 from our general
funds, the rest being covered by
sponsorship, grants, etc.
Dave was congratulated on a job
well done and he's now already
planning the 2006 awards, for which
we have set a budget of £26k, with the
hope that they can be fully self-funding.
Dave also stated that it was the intent of
both him and Chris Cook to step back
from the awards after next year's
ceremony.
If anyone would like to get involved
in helping out with the planning or
staging of the awards, please get in
touch with Dave. Whoever takes on
the task has a tough act to follow!

IT'S AGM TIME AGAIN!
I'm writing this at the beginning of
June but by the time you read it, I'll
already be well in to the planning the
AGM at the Autumn Conference in
Page 3

Portsmouth on 15th October. The
annual report is already mostly
complete! You will shortly be receiving
the first batch of paperwork, including
nomination forms for election to the
Executive Committee. This year, there
will be elections for Chief and Deputy
Chief Executive, President and Vice
President, Secretary and Regional
Manager. If you think you might be
interested in any of these roles, please
read the role descriptions available on
the ‘Contact Us’ page of the website
and talk to some existing EC members
about what is involved.
We will also hopefully be asking you
to ratify Regional bylaws that, for the first
time, formally create HBA Regions as
entities within the national association.
Copies of these bylaws, along with the
Annual Report & Accounts and list of
nominees for election will be posted out
to you in September.

CHARITY COMMISSION
WARNS AGAINST
NEW SCAM
Charities risk having their bank
accounts emptied in a clever but nasty
new scam, the Charity Commission
warned today. Fraudsters obtain
charities' bank account details from Gift
Aid forms and use this information to
set up standing orders, taking funds
away from charities and into the
accounts of thieves. The Commission
today urges charities to check bank
statements thoroughly for rogue
payments and to consider deposit-only
accounts for charitable donations.
Sign, the National Society for Mental
Health and Deafness, uncovered the
scam when it spotted two new standing
orders adding up to hundreds of
pounds set up on the charity's account.
It immediately contacted its bank and
stopped the standing orders before any
money was lost.
Steve Powell, Chief Executive at
Sign, said, ‘It's a sad fact of modern
times that charities have to constantly
fight against clever con artists. We all
have a duty to be aware of the forms
these scams can take and to take steps
to protect charitable funds.’
Andrew Hind, Chief Executive at
the Commission, said, ‘This is a
particularly worrying scam because it
requires no contact with the charity. In
turn, this leaves charities with no
opportunity to become suspicious. We
urge charities to consider deposit-only
accounts for charitable donations and
to contact its bank if unsure about any
standing orders.’
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Charity Law Update
ENGLAND AND WALES
As you may be aware, the Charities
Bill that was being debated in the
House of Lords fell victim to the
General Election. The Government reintroduced the Bill, including many of
the amendments previously agreed, as
soon as Parliament sat after the election
and at the time of writing (early June)
the Bill's 2nd Reading (the first
substantive debate) had just taken place.
The Bill now moves on to detailed
consideration at Committee stage and I
have submitted a number of comments
on HBA's behalf for consideration by
their Lordships.
Meanwhile, the Charity Commission
have published the new Statement of
Recommended Practice (or ‘SORP’) for
charity accounts. Unlike previous
versions, this document does not cover
the simplified ‘Receipts and Payments’
accounts that most hospital radio
stations produce, just the so-called
Accruals accounts that HBA is obliged
to produce (see John Harper's article in
the last issue for more details).
The Charity Commission are due to
issue further guidance on the
production of Receipts and Payments
accounts by ‘early summer’ but, seeing
as their website is still promising that
answers to frequently-asked questions
about the SORP will be published in
early April, I won't be holding my
breath. Assuming such guidance is
issued, it is my intent to present a
seminar on the subject at the Autumn
Conference in Portsmouth.
One publication that the Charity
Commission have managed to get out is
their revised general guidance booklet
for Charity Trustees, CC3. Now called
‘The Essential Trustee: What you need
to know’; the booklet is completely

by Nigel Dallard, Secretary
rewritten in a very different style to the
previous ‘Responsibilities of Charity
Trustees’. It is available from the
Commission's website
(www.charitycommission.gov.uk) or,
on request to them (telephone 0870
333 0123), in hardcopy form. I would
consider this booklet required reading
for anyone on the management
committee of an English or Welsh
charity. The booklet obviously sets out
the current legal position and will need
to be updated as and when the
Charities Bill is enacted.

SCOTLAND
The General Election didn't cause
any problems with the progress of the
Charities and Trustee Investment
(Scotland) Bill through the Scottish
Parliament. At the time of writing, the
Bill had just been passed by the
Parliament and it should have received
Royal Assent and become an Act of the
Scottish Parliament by the time you read
this.
Scottish Charity Law has not

immediately changed, however. No
substantive provisions of the Bill/Act are
brought into effect on Assent. Instead
they will be brought into effect by
Statutory Instrument at various times in
the future, generally as various
necessary Regulations are approved.
The Scottish Executive are
consulting on one set of these
Regulations as I write – relating to
Scottish charity accounts.
The Office of the Scottish Charity
Regulator (OSCR) have published on
their website (www.oscr.org.uk) a
number of guides to Charity Law in
Scotland. Once again, these will need
to be updated to reflect the passing of
the new Bill but should be required
reading for those running charities
north of the border.

NORTHERN IRELAND
The first steps towards reforming
Charity Law in Northern Ireland have
also been taken by the Department for
Social Development. They issued a
consultation document earlier in the
year, to which I responded on behalf of
HBA along similar lines to our
comments on legislative changes
elsewhere in the UK. We now await
further developments.
In January this year, the Department
published their guide for Charity
Trustees in Northern Ireland, which is
available from their website
(www.dsdni.gov.uk). If you manage a
charity in Northern Ireland, you really
ought to read it.

FURTHER UPDATES
I will endeavour to keep you
updated with further developments as
and when they happen, both in ‘On
Air’ and via the ‘HBA Announce’ email list.

Dear All,
Aintree Hospitals have recently launched a new TV channel; everything is shot internally and is looped to broadcast each
day to over 900 Inpatient bedsides.
Further information is available at: http://www.aintreehospitals.nhs.uk/media/view.aspx?int_media_id=122&int_type_id=1
Having read your website. it is interesting to note other hospitals using TV as a medium to educate and empower – although
I think it is good to share good practice and note one of your aims is the exchange of ideas and information which is why I am
writing to you. Aintree's TV channel makes 'shorts' to purely inform and educate and I leave the 'entertainment' to the other
channels delivered via Sky to the patient bedside. But there has been a positive repsonse from patients after gaining feedback
from our PALS officer and ward volunteers.
The channel is managed completely in-house with funding provided by the charitable Funds Panel meaning no NHS money
is utilised and complete editorial control is kept in-house. With the continuing progress of the bedside Patient Entertainment
Systems installed in hospitals, I’m sure more Trusts will look to using these platforms to educate and empower patients.
Alternatively it is on Page 12 of this week’s Health Service Journal who ran a picture and small story about the channel.
Many thanks
Darren Charles
Communications Manager, Aintree Hospitals NHS Trust
ON AIR
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Technical Matters

FUTURE SPECTRUM
MANAGEMENT
FOR PMSE
Ofcom intends to introduce market
based methods for spectrum
management into the programme
making sector in 2007. It is expected
that the current arrangements, where
JFMG manages spectrum under
contract to Ofcom, are likely to cease
on 31st March 2007.
One option for the future that has
been widely discussed is for one or
more commercial Spectrum
Management Organisations (SMO)
competing for spectrum in the PMSE
sector. JFMG prefers an alternative
model where spectrum rights are
owned directly by the users
themselves rather than by
intermediaries. The concept is
described in JMFG’s document
Future ‘Spectrum Management for
Programme Making and Special
Events’ which is available at
http://www.jfmg.co.uk and click on
the ‘latest’ tab.

RADIO LINK FEES
INCREASED BY 20%
THIS YEAR
The cost of an annual mono
(50kHz bandwidth) radio link licence
in the 48/52MHz band has increased
by £28 to £172.
A temporary licence now costs £9
per 48 hours, an increase of £1.
The new prices for the Programme
Making and Special Events (PMSE)
class of licence – including radio links
of the type used by hospital radio
stations to carry programmes to
remote hospitals and for linking outside
broadcasts to studios – were
announced by Ofcom (the Office of
the Communications regulator). The
new prices took effect from the 13th
June 2005, following a period of
consultation which closed on the 24th
March.
Ofcom published a consultation

by Geoff Fairbairn
HBA Technical Officer

document in September 2004 which
included proposals to increase the fees
by 20% in 2005 and 20% again in
2006. The regulator said the increases
– equivalent to 44% over two years –
were necessary to meet the direct
costs of JMFG, the external
contractors who manage licensing and
frequency co-ordination of PMSE on
Ofcom’s behalf. JFMG disputed this
assertion, saying the shortfall in licence
revenue was 19.8%, and the company
had agreed to an 8% reduction in its
contract income from Ofcom in order
to limit the fees increase. JFMG
estimated that a 27% increase coupled
with the 8% reduction in its own costs
would result in all costs being covered.
Ofcom pointed out that it has other
additional costs, including liability to
pay VAT and having to pay for
insurance, and claimed that the total
shortfall is considerable.
Ofcom received 15 responses to its
proposals to increase PMSE fees, 14
of them acknowledged the need to
increase fees in order to recover costs
– none of these was from a hospital
radio station. Five of these 14
respondents were content with the
proposed 44% increase over two
years, whilst the other nine felt the
level suggested was unnecessary to
recover Ofcom’s total costs. The other
response was from Hemel Hospital
Radio who asked Ofcom to consider a
discounted rate for hospital radio
stations. Ofcom decided not to give
discounts for hospital radio, on the

grounds that this would have a
detrimental effect on a class of licence
where it was not covering costs, and
introducing a charity rate for hospital
radio would result in an even greater
gap in cost recovery. Ofcom said that
it is committed to applying economic
principles to all licence classes and
therefore considers it inappropriate to
charge below-cost fees in this
particular instance. Ofcom also stated
that "representatives of the HBA
indicated to Ofcom that the proposed
increases would be unlikely to affect
the provision of these valuable
services". We assume this to be a
reference to the meeting with Ofcom
at which the HBA was asked if the
proposed increases would result in
stations closing down. We pointed out
that unlike other broadcasters, hospital
radio stations have no ‘customers’ on
to whom increased costs can be
passed, and that whilst we had no
way of knowing whether the
proposed increases would be the
direct cause of the closure of any
stations, the radio link licence fee
would be one of several costs that
were increased at rates well above
that of inflation, and that stations
would have to step-up their fundraising activities in order to raise more
money for the Exchequer.
Regarding the proposed 20%
increase in 2006, Ofcom says that its
financial position with regard to PMSE
will not be known until later this year
when an entire year of its own costs
can be analysed, and that it is
impossible to project the exact deficit
and whether a 44% increase over two
years would cover costs. With this in
mind, Ofcom will reconsider the
increase for next year and consult
again. Ofcom also expects to be able
to consider the impact of reducing
costs at JFMG and proposed
reductions at Ofcom, and any
proposals JFMG may have for
simplifying fees.
Full details of the new fees are on
www.jfmg.co.uk.
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Conference and Football ... Part Three
Our final instalment begins at the
2002 Scarborough Conference….

Autumn 2002
Scarborough Conference
In footballing terms, Scarborough is
miles from anywhere. Add to the fact this
is AGM weekend (to which I have to go)
and the message comes along that we’re
not getting any football this weekend. So
imagine my delight (and total surprise)
when I notice in the fixtures list that
Scarborough are playing Northwich
Victoria at home on the Sunday afternoon. Get in!
Raising the usual suspects is easy as
they’re all staying over on the Sunday, as
is Chris Davies, the Wales & West Rep
(thus making his first football foray at conference). Chris is a semi-regular at
Merthyr Tydfil, so he’s quite happy with
non-league football. We find our way to
the ground on the edge of the town and
park in B&Q, about a quarter of a mile
away, before entering the McCain
Stadium. The ground used to be known
as ‘Seamer Road’ or ‘the Athletic Ground’
but now has the frozen food company as
a sponsor who have claimed ‘naming
rights’. Of course, it’s since been dubbed
the ‘Theatre of Chips’.
The teams take to the field and just to
add extra interest (for me, Kenny and
Arthur anyway) is the fact that visitors
Northwich are managed by former
Swindon Town stalwart and ex Robin’s
boss, Jimmy Quinn. They are, of course,
hopeless and Scarborough win 4-1,
equalling our best score to date on one of
our trips.

Spring 2003
Slough Conference
Here we all are again – me, Garry,
Kenny, Arthur, Robin and Charlie.
A short trip down the M4 and local
roads brings us to York Road, home of
Maidenhead United as they entertain
Aylesbury United in the Isthmian League
Premier Division. As Swindon Town fans,
me, Kenny and Arthur have all decided
that this is the one to go to, as
Aylesbury’s star striker is none other than
Craig Maskell, former MHG (Major
Hero Goalscorer) at Swindon.
Charlie has brought his newspaper
and is reading up on the latest developments in the Gulf crisis. ‘Have you seen
this?’ shouts Charlie at loud volume,
‘The Americans are sending 10,000
troops into Jordan!’ Slight pause before
Charlie continues. ‘But she says she can’t
handle them all at once!’ The entire terrace creases with laughter!
Consternation develops as we discover
Sir Craig is on the bench! More consternation as MHG doesn’t even come on as
a substitute! Aylesbury lose 2-1, which
we blame on the fact that Craig wasn’t
playing.
We make our way back to the Slough
hotel via Tescos, where a large quantity
of beer is bought and strangely disappears
ON AIR
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by Chris Berezai
Regional Manager
on the Saturday evening. Not that we
smuggled it into the hotel after seeing the
laughable bar prices, it was purely innocent and never went anywhere near the
place, M’Lud.

Autumn 2003
Brands Hatch Conference
Important facts to note at this conference:
1. I am acting Chairman of the HBA
and therefore banned from sneaking
away to a game instead of attending the
AGM.
2. My attempts at using the chairmanship to exert influence on the EC to
move the AGM to midnight have, for
some unknown reason, garnered no support whatsoever within the EC.
3. Brands Hatch is nowhere near any
football grounds of any description.
4. Gary and Robin from Reading will
drive back up to Reading to watch their
game on the Saturday afternoon and
return that evening waving a copy of the
programme at me along with two fingers
whilst saying ‘Waaahhh!!’

Garry calls again.
By now, Hospital Radio
Barnet think he’s
making it up.
Spring 2004
Leeds Conference
No football at Brands? OK, let’s make
up for it with TWO games this weekend. First up on the Saturday is
Harrogate Town; not that far from Leeds
and transport is easy for those who want
to go as we basically hijack the HBA
Conference minibus and order Paul Duell
to take us to Cuba (or failing that,
Harrogate). Actually, we bribe Paul by
pointing out that there are several geocaches in the area (don’t get me started
on that – ask Paul about it when you see
him next) that he can do whilst we are at
Page 6

the game. Paul points out that he hasn’t
brought his boots or trainers with him, so
I kindly lend him mine just so he’ll take us
to the game. Later, said trainers will be
handed back to me with an apologetic
smile and absolutely caked in mud.
Anyway, we easily find the ground:
(1) We have remembered to ask the boys
from Harrogate for directions (2) Paul has
his GPS talking route planner (nicknamed
Diesel Doris). We’re dropped off at the
ground and Paul heads off for his rendezvous with the local swamp. There
are six of us at this game – me, Garry,
Robin, Charlie, Kenny and Arthur. It’s a
full scale diehards convention! And, boy,
did we get the game of the season!
We take our place in the stand and
Garry produces his mobile phone. ‘I’m
doing a match report for Hospital Radio
Barnet’ he says sheepishly. Fortunately
they’re used to him at Barnet, so Garry
does his pre-match build-up and promises
to call when there’s a goal. Garry doesn’t
know it yet, but ...
The game is a minute old when
Harrogate score. Garry rings the station
and he’s still on the phone when visitors
Stalybridge Celtic equalise. He’s just put
the phone down when Harrogate go 2-1
ahead. He calls the station again. He’s
just finished that one when Harrogate
score their third. He calls again. By now,
Hospital Radio Barnet think he’s making it
up. There’s another goal before the
break as the home side go 4-1 to the
good (cue phone call to Barnet) but after
the interval Harrogate and Stalybridge
recreate the seige of the Alamo as
Harrogate (the Texans) try to prevent
Stalybridge (the Mexicans) from rescuing
an unlikely share of the spoils. Stalybridge
get a second and guess who’s back on
the phone? Then they get a third and this
time the radio station tell Garry to get
knotted (or words to that effect). The visitors put the home defence under intense
pressure but just fail in their attempt to lay
claim to a point. The game is just breathless, an absolute classic and we all leave
thinking this is what football is all about.
In comparison, Sunday is dull. Me and
Arthur sneak away from the farewell
lunch to head for York City, who have a
Sunday fixture with Macclesfield Town
in Division Three. York’s Bootham
Crescent ground is reportedly not long
for this world as they are due to
move at the end of the season
and I’m determined to tick this
one off while it’s still there.
(Of course, subsequently they
don’t move but that’s another
story). We get there late due
to York’s impressive road system and hordes of tourists, and
– horror of horrors – miss the
first goal, which has been
scored by the visitors. Both
sides are struggling at the
foot of the table and it’s not
hard to see why. The game
is dire. Macclesfield grab a
second and win 2-0 but it’s
July/August 2005
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Conference and Football contd
much more entertaining talking to the
local fans. They find out we’re both
Swindon Town fans but are grateful for
us turning up and giving the club some
cash and actually apologise for the rubbish on the field! ‘You must be used to
better’ they say. ‘Not really’ we both
reply.

Autumn 2004
Stoke-on-Trent Conference
What a start to this one! Her Regal
Majesty, the Lady President (has organised a trip to the Brittania Stadium, home
of Stoke City, just for us die-hards! We
get the guided tour, see all round the
ground and all the places you normally
aren’t allowed into! Fantastic! All we
need now is a game but the AGM is on
Saturday afternoon, so I can’t go anywhere ... except that Sky Sports have
decided to cover the Crewe v Sheffield
United match and moved it back to
Friday night! Crewe is 20 minutes from
Stoke! Result!
It’s only three of us that make the trip –
me, Garry and Robin. Kenny and Arthur
from Swindon have been delayed en
route to Stoke, the others don’t fancy it –
to their credit, one or two say it’s ‘too
posh’. However, beggars can’t be
choosers, so off we go to Gresty Road
(now renamed ‘the Alexandra Stadium’ –
who are they kidding? It’s Gresty Road
and that’s the end of it!). We queue up
to buy tickets and realise why we like
non-League football – it’s £17 apiece!
We enter the ground and partake of the
excellent coffee and a reasonably priced
pasty, before taking our seats in the
impressively large main stand, with a brilliant view of the action. The game kicks
off with the visitors playing in a horrendous fluorescent orange strip, which
Garry says ‘makes them look like stewards’. The Blades start the match like one
of the express trains that can be seen at
the huge railway station that lies literally
next door to the ground. In the first 20
minutes, they are 3-0 ahead, with one
goal being highly disputed. Did it cross
the line? The ref thinks so and gives a
goal to the fury of the home fans. Alex
pull one back before the break when we
wander down to the piazza for some
more of that great coffee and to look at
the TV screens installed there that are
unsurprisingly showing Sky’s coverage of
the match. Debate still rages about that
second goal amongst the Alex faithful.
They all watch the video replay of the
incident and all collectively nod and turn
away as they realise the officials got it
spot on and the ball was miles over the
line. ‘OK, we’ll give ‘em that one’ says
one lady supporter draped in a scarf so
long it would have competed with Tom
Baker’s. Surprisingly, the second half is a
Crewe revival but although they grab a
second, it’s the Yorkshire side that head
home with the points. Great game though
and nearly worth the money.
There’s an aside to the Stoke
Conference but one well worth relaying.
ON AIR
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On the Monday, I headed back to South
Wales but had seen Worcester City
were at home in the evening. It would
have been rude to have driven past and
not gone, so I called in at St George’s
Lane for a Conference League Cup tie
between the hosts and Stafford Rangers.
Walking around the ground during the
game, I stopped to watch from the raised
terracing behind one goal. Five minutes
before half time, the ball went out of play
and gently bounced down the terracing
towards me. As I raised my arm to catch
the ball, a ten year-old kid barged into me
and knocked me out of the way to
retrieve the ball. I glared. Kid sniggered.
‘I’ll have my revenge!’ I thought to myself.
Little did I know how soon I’d get it and
it would be meted out by a third party.
Half time arrived and I wandered over
to the tea stall for a quick cuppa. Walking
back onto the terracing, my timing was
precision itself as I arrived just in time to
see that the aforementioned ten year-old
was already standing there, just behind
and to the right of the goal, with a plate
of chips and a cup of coffee, watching
the substitutes warm up. The subs were
hitting shots at the reserve goalkeeper.
One decided to really test the keeper by
hitting a piledriver, which went slightly
wide of the target and ... well, you can
see what’s coming can’t you?
Do you remember school physics
theory lessons about what happens
when an irresistible force meets an
immovable object? Well, this was a
practical demonstration of the theory as
irresistible force (ball) met immovable
object (kid’s nose). Smack! Coffee,
chips, kid, everywhere.
In fairness the substitutes came over to
check he was OK, as did one or two
spectators. He was covered in coffee and
had chips and tomato sauce in his hair.
One kindly spectator came over to check
on me as he thought I’d been caught up
in the same incident, as I was doubledover making gasping noises. He realised I
was just trying to stop my sides from splitting and left me to it. Justice done.
Oh, and in case you’re concerned –
it’s OK, the ball was fine.

Brief Interlude
EC meeting, 15 January 2005
We meet at Barnet Hospital, the meeting starts at 11am, runs well and at
3.40pm we achieve the unbelievable.
We’ve finished. We’ve gone through the
entire agenda. Garry looks across at me,
‘I don’t know if you’re interested but
Barnet are home to Farnborough and
we’ll catch the second half ’.
We’re out of the door in under three
seconds, having grabbed Paul Sysum on
the way (as he’s having a lift with me,
he’s a bit stuck but fortunately he likes
football). We get into Underhill as the
second half starts. It’s 0-0 so we haven’t
missed anything. Barnet grab a winner in
the second half. We’re all happy – what
an unexpected bonus.
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Spring 2005
Belfast Conference
Davey Downes, the Northern Ireland
Rep, thinks I’ve lost it. It’s Irish Cup Semi
Finals day but we’re not interested – we
want to go to Harland and Wolff
Welders v Bangor! We call a taxi and
me, Garry, Chris Davies and conference
football debutante Paul Sysum head for
Tillysburn Park. Of course, the taxi driver
has no clue where this is and explains
that no one has ever asked him to go
there before. Get this – Mr Taxi Driver
has to get out of the cab and and ask
someone for directions. We set off and
with only one wrong turning (into a public park) we arrive at the ground.
Stupidly, we try and book the taxi driver
for the return journey, so he gives us the
company’s card. With his record so far,
we should have known better and will
learn our lesson later.
Anyhow, into the ground – it’s £4 each
and no programmes on sale so it’s not a
good start – and straight to the bar. We
see a bloke there with a large bag and I
make a comment that he ‘looks like a
groundhopper’ (someone who goes to as
many football grounds as possible. Some I
know have been to thousands of grounds
in dozens of different countries. I’ve done
an unimpressive 249). I‘ve come to the
conclusion I can tell these fanatics from
100 yards and I’m proved correct as he
turns out to be from Northampton and is
on a quest to see three games that weekend. Straight after this game he’ll be
heading for the Republic to catch a
Sunday game, having already been to a
match in the South on the Friday night.
Yup, they’re all bonkers.
We meet the H&W Chairman, who
turns out to be an absolute gent. He’s
very welcoming, if not a little surprised
that we’ve come along to the game.
Later, he is disappointed he couldn’t find
us at half time so we could have a cup of
tea in the clubroom as guests of the club.
As to the game, it’s a cracker, totally
vindicating my choice of match. Chances
aplenty, a penalty for each side, near
misses and six goals shared equally as the
match ends 3-3.
A great afternoon and we head out of
the ground. Paul calls a taxi and guess
what? It doesn’t turn up. Paul rings again
and finds out it’s gone to Glentoran’s
ground by mistake. We give up as there’s
a bus stop across the road and head back
to the hotel by public transport. At least
the bus driver knew where he was going!
And that dear reader is where we are
at to date. Next up is Portsmouth and
Blackpool. So if anyone wants to join us,
rest assured that we won’t be going to
Fratton Park or Bloomfield Road. Instead,
we’ll want you to experience the delights
of Gosport Borough in the Wessex
League and Blackpool Mechanics in the
North West Counties.

It’s football, it’ll be somewhere
we’ve never been before ... but
most of all, it’ll be FUN.
July/August 2005
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June’s Travels
Since the last On Air I have
continued to get out as much as
possible – I spent a lovely evening at
Birmingham HBN where we opened
their second studio after months of hard
work updating it and the following day
I went to York for a fund raising day –
luckily the weather was good to us.
I was pleased to be able to give a
phone interview to Michelle at Radio
Isca Exeter for her project and look
forward to hearing the finished
product.
I also spoke to Cambridge
Oddfellows about the work of Hospital
Radio – in some areas of the country I
know they support stations and there
are also Oddfellows who are involved
in stations. The Oddfellows is a
Friendly Society who have groups
throughout not just the UK but the
world and when I was in Ribe,
Denmark recently for a twinning get
together, I saw this for myself as they
have a building and offices there too.
Along with other local organisations
who you are probably in contact, do

by June Snowden
consider applying to your local
Oddfellows when fund-raising.
I made my first visit to Crawley
Hospital Radio for their AGM and it
was good to meet them all.
After our HBA EC meeting in
London I attended the Regional

Meeting in Gosport where again the
hospitality was excellent at Radio
Haslar. After the AGM at York I rushed
back home to prepare for my visitors –
the HBA conference team sub
committee. In early June I was invited
to Valley Park Radio, Dartford and was
pleased to be able to attend their
members meeting as well as present
Long Service Certificates.
Being June, I have been enjoying my
birthday and with friend Penny went to
London to see a show on the hottest
Saturday this year! I have two more
visits planned for this month and look
forward to being both in Warwick and
Winchester. I am sorry for the lack of
photos – due to a poorly camera but I
hope to rectify that soon.
The summer holidays are now with
us so I hope you all have enjoyable
holidays as well as some summer
weather at home. To those who I have
visited recently thank you for your
hospitality as always and I look forward
to meeting up with more of you soon.
Happy holidays, June

PPL ... The Latest
Most stations should have received
their initial licensing letter from PPL by
now.
The letter encloses two copies of the
licence and asks you to complete a
schedule that allows them to calculate
your licence fee. Both copies should be
signed and returned to PPL.
Thereafter they send a signed licence
copy back with an invoice for your
annual fee. Well that’s the theory!
Some stations have not received the
documentation. This could be due to a
number of factors but in general it
seems that PPL may have submitted
their documentation to old addresses or
to the wrong address altogether. If you
haven’t received your paperwork then
you should consider whether you might
wish to contact PPL. The last thing any
of us want is a bill building up then
arriving at a time when we are unable
to pay it or it disrupts the smooth
running of the station.
One of the contentious issues has
been PPL’s decision to permit a
maximum of 4,000 tracks on a playout
database for the sum of £25 per annum
plus VAT. The document suggests that
larger numbers can be permitted by
agreement.
ON AIR
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It was agreed that my own station,
Hospital Radio Perth, would attempt to
set a precedent by asking to hold
10,000 tracks.
Hospital Radio Perth have yet to
receive a response from PPL on the
issue, however as one of the HBA
negotiators, I have recently received
correspondence from PPL which states:
‘Thus far we have received five
requests for databases of between
4,000 and 10,000 tracks. I propose to
charge an additional £5 per annum for
each tranche of 1000 tracks above
5000.
ie up to 6000 £30
7000
£35 etc"
This decision is very close to the
verbal agreement that we came to with
PPL some time ago and will, I hope,
allow those stations which hold larger
databases to continue to do so in an
affordable way.
Inevitably there are some stations that
have individual queries and some
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whose circumstances have PPL baffled.
It has been arranged that Dave
Nicholson and I will attend at PPL on
3rd August to try to resolve individual
problems and tidy up loose ends.
If you have a particular query or
there is some part of your agreement
that doesn’t fit your situation, please let
either Dave or I know beforehand.
In addition if you have yet to be
contacted by PPL and wish us to alert
them to your existence, please pass us
your station contact details as soon as
possible.
John Watson
Chief Executive

Your station done nothing
this year? Nor had to raise any
funds? I’m sure that can’t be
true. Please let us know what
you have been doing – we’d all
love to share your experiences.
This is your magazine and we
need you to help fill its pages.
Please send your article and
photos to the Editor, details
are on page 2.
July/August 2005
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All Our Yesterdays
First off, my thanks to all those ancient
folk of our hobby who crawled out of the
woodwork with their nice comments. In
particular my thanks to Roger Manley for
pointing out that the only reason for his
inclusion of a tram on the front cover,
was, says Roger, ‘because the metal
monster had been hired by a collection of
South Western stations as part of a stunt
to raise awareness for Hospital
Broadcasting by carrying a barrel of cider
around Devon using various forms of
transport’. Yet another reason for
publishing the picture Roger tells me, was
that it was the result of a side bet with a
friend to the effect that publishing a tram
picture on the cover would result in the
friend taking out a life time subscription.
Mind you, I have yet to see a nice steam
locomotive as a cover shot. But I live in
hopes.
But lets try to continue to jog your
collective memories with a look back at
1984 and the February edition. The
cover featured a picture from Watford
Hospital Radio showing the interior of a
shed, jam packed full of vinyl albums. All
the result of a local donate a disc
campaign the station had organised as a
way of building up their collection. Of
course, back then, many of us tried this
idea all hoping that apart from the good
local publicity, we’d be knee deep in
heavy rock and pop. Usually all we
ended up with were a photo on page
three of the local rag and piles of people’s
unwanted junk which would never be
requested in a month of Sundays. Which
rather begs the question, when came the
day of the CD, just how did you get rid of
all those vinyl libraries and donations in
your library?
Back in 1984, in that dark age before
the National Lottery Grant, income for
the station very often meant standing
around on wet Saturday on a high street
corner collecting the pennies for the
engineers to spend. So what was the cost
of those goodies? Well according to my
1984 edition of On-Air, a brand new
Revox would set you back all of £600.
Uher portable tape-machines were just
under £400 and a Partridge community
mixer for around £2,000. Surprisingly,
taking into account the average weekly
wage back then of £25-£50 with present
wage structures as a comparison, then the
cost of new equipment even assuming
you really wanted to work with tape and
vinyl has actually fallen. Just think what
you can do with a £500 computer.
Step forward now six years to January
1990, when Editor Roger Richards was
able to end a long running and at times
ill-tempered internal battle between
ON AIR
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Dennis Rookard
looks back at past editions
of On-Air

nurse our grudges. How dare York claim
this prize, when within the last year your
humble scribe has found evidence of an
even earlier form of Hospital
Broadcasting. However, it is my belief
that there is a great hospital broadcasting
conspiracy by certain people with vested
interests to prevent my revealing my
evidence.
So now that I have your attention, I
can at long last reveal that the concept of
hospital broadcasting can be traced back
to a London hospital in ...

APOLOGIES
Dirty Work at the Crossroads

stations with some momentous news. As
Hospital Broadcasting was entering a
new decade, he was able to announce
the finding – with pictures and other
evidence to prove it, of the earliest known
Hospital Radio station which a cunning
Yorkshireman by name of Thomas Joseph
Wilmott Hanstock had established in
1926. His son Peter, was able to tell
eager readers of On Air, that as a young
boy he would often accompany his father
on a Sunday afternoon to operate the
gramophone with its electrical pick up,
after dad, using a large Marconiphone P5
microphone, had read out patients’
requests to the network of 70 loud
speakers and 200 headsets. Even better
for the young Peter, was to be left in
charge during the New Year’s Doctors
and Nurses party with a number of dance
records and the microphone which he
used at intervals to announce to the
patients at large ‘Take your partners for
the next dance.’
This debate had started a couple of
years previously – possibly with its
beginnings in some late night session
round the bar of one of our conferences.
For some years, Portsmouth maintained
they were the first, with Bristol close
behind. Then came a whole series of
counter claims each pushing the
establishment of a service date in their
particular area ever earlier until York
stepped in to claim the prize. Evidence
for this hospital wireless scheme being
offered in a two page spread and a
tasteful tinted cover showing a 1920’s
nurse holding the arm of a bemused
looking child – headphones clamped to
head – wide eyed with wonder, tuning
in.
There until recently the matter might
have rested. But we Londoners tend to
Page 9

Users of Dennis Rookard’s Hosiprog
drama and feature service must have
wondered what had happened when
his web pages disappeared from the
Internet.
But fear not, Hosiprog has now reappeared with a new address. Said
Dennis, ‘disaster stuck when the ISP
we used under a special charitable
arrangement was sold to another
provider, who without informing anyone promptly removed all of the charitable sites.’ Now it’s back as
www.hosiprog.freeuk.com.
Well worth a visit for the latest information on their upcoming new productions. Plus their back log of available drama and feature material all
available at £2.50 per CD disc. The
site also features show prep pages and
an programme audition links.
www.hosiprog.freeuk.com
For all your drama programming and
show prep ideas.

14th-16th October 2005
Autumn Conference,
Portsmouth
15th October 2005
AGM
31st March-2nd April 2006
Spring Conference at the
Hilton Hotel, Blackpool
1st April-9th April 2006
Hospital Broadcasting Week
July/August 2005
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In the News
NATIONAL REQUEST
CHART
Mark Snowdon from Radio General,
Hospital Radio in Warrington, is
currently organising a National Request
Chart for broadcast in January 2006.
He needs to be able to reach all HBA
members to publicise the project and
feels On Air will do the task superbly.
Currently Mark has an online campaign
operating which captures some
members, however most do not have
internet access.
If you are interested, please search
out Mark’s website at
http://www.requestcharts.org.uk

SOUNDS THAT SOOTHE
Based near Manchester, Sounds
That Soothe aims to produce music
that is both relaxing and inspiring.
Silver Streams has been written and
produced by Martin Mayer who was
inspired to write an instrumental
soundtrack to one of his favourite parts
of the world: the Peak District. Please
listen to excerpts from the CD at:
http://soundsthatsoothe.co.uk/listen.htm
<http://soundsthatsoothe/listen.htm>
If you wish to play Silver Streams on
your hospital radio, please email Silver
Streams directly at:
info@soundsthatsoothe.co.uk <mail
to:info@soundsthatsoothe.co.uk>
who would be more than happy to
send you a copy.

CREATIVE VISUALISATION
Please note the HBA have added
some more programme material to the
website. The programme is called
Creative Visualisation with Kyrin
Singleton and is a relaxation stress
management aid.
It can be downloaded from the
website in the Members’ section
(password required) and used
copyright free if required.
If any station uses the items, please
let me know so I can provide feedback
to the artist.

CHURCHES’ MEDIA
CONFERENCE
Religion has moved 'front and centre
stage' according to Mark Thompson,
Director General of the BBC, speaking
at the Churches Media Conference in
June. He also said broadcasting had
become very interested in moral
questions again.
Talking to delegates from all areas of
the religious media and church
representatives, he cited the success of
BBC 2's 'The Monastry,'* which had
been 'gratifyingly thrashing' Celebrity
Love Island on ITV.
ON AIR
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Mark Thompson said broadcasters
were no longer moral gatekeepers but
said more creativity and freedom in the
treatment of Christianity in broadcasting
was needed. He called for, ‘a rather
different, richer relationship with the
UK's faith communities: one in which
we show more consistency and
commitment than we have sometimes
done in the past; one in which the
communities themselves focus more on
creative potential than old battles about
entitlement.’

HOSPITAL
BROADCASTING WEEK
Hospital Broadcasting Week 2005 is
now over and the planning for the
2006 is already in hand. This year I
have seen an increase in the amount of
publicity we have received and I am
very encouraged by the effort everyone
has put in to it. I hope that next year
will generate even more interest from
the media and the public and promote
Hospital Broadcasting even more.
Check out the website
www.hbauk.com for all the pictures of
the awards which have now been
added. (copies of the pictures are
available to members and other
organisations via http://www.phoenixdpr.co.uk/
You can also listen to the winners of
the awards and hopefully, this will
encourage more stations to enter the
2006 Awards.
I would once again ask all stations to
send any reports and pictures to
onair@hbauk.com and also to me at
publicrelations@hbauk.com
Hospital Broadcasting Week 2006
will commence on Saturday the 1st
April 2006 and run to Sunday the 9th
April 2006.
The Spring Conference of the HBA
will be held in Blackpool from Friday
31st March to Sunday 2nd April. This
means once again HBA Week will be
launched on the same day as the
Awards, Saturday 1st April.
In the past week June Snowden, our
President has been very active with
radio interviews and visits to stations in
various locations across the UK. June
is already trying to fill her diary for next
year. If you have any special events next
year (station birthdays, special RSLs etc)
and you would like to see if June is
available to visit you please contact her
at president@hbauk.com
The momentum of publicity
continues. In the next month or so, the
film about the HBA made by the Media
Trust will be shown on the Community
Channel. The film was supposed to be
just three minutes but has now been
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extended to four minutes! This will
assist each station in promoting what
they do and encourage as many people
in this The Year of the Volunteer to
become involved in Hospital
Broadcasting. We are also hoping to
receive some publicity on such
programmes as Test The Nations,
Ready Steady Cook, The Weakest
Link and of course Wake Up With
Wogan.
Mike Skinner
Public Relations Manager
0870 321 6008
07017 425 168

OBITUARY

It is with the greatest sadness that
we report the death of one of our
oldest volunteers, Ken Sharpe, who
died very suddenly at the end of May.
Although I had known Ken for over
forty years (during his rep days) he
has only been associated with
Northern Air for the past four years,
spending many years before that as a
volunteer at St Thomas’ Hospital
Radio in Stockport.
With the closure of St Thomas,
Ken came to us and we were lucky to
have his experience and his
friendship.
He was recently presented with a
twenty year Service Certificate from
the Hospital Broadcasting Association
and although he was 84, he was
young at heart and a dependable and
valued part of our team.
We will miss his Sunday night
programme, ‘A Spoonful of Sugar’
and his excellent co-presentation of
live Halle concerts.
Move over John Peel because here
comes Ken with his spoonful of sugar.
Joe Sambrook, Station Manager
July/August 2005
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SBES Celebrates Industry Evolution
SBES organisers are marking their
30th show with a special exhibition at
this year's event, which takes place in
Birmingham over two days on
Wednesday and Thursday 16th and
17th November 2005. A stand at the
event will host a diverse collection of
equipment, representing the dramatic
changes that have taken place in sound
broadcasting since the early 1970s.
Throughout its long history, the
development of the Sound Broadcasting
Equipment Show has been in parallel
with the tremendous evolution and
growth of the industry that it was set up
to serve. The idea of the historical
exhibition is to show just how many
changes have taken place since SBES
first started. It will bring together items
of equipment and photographs, giving a
flavour of the types of installation that
were in regular use years back but
which have now been condemned to
dusty shelves, basements or even the
scrap-heap ...
Many visitors to SBES will fondly
remember equipment, such as early
NAB Cart Machines and ReVox PR99
reel-to reel 1/4 inch tape machines –
although they may not have such rosy
memories of maintaining these items,

for example to the standards required
by the thankfully now long-defunct IBA
Engineering Code! Younger visitors
might just be amazed at the sheer size
and weight of some of the equipment
previously in daily use and at the lack of
display screens to be found only a few
years back!
According to SBES organiser at Point
Promotions, Dave McVittie, ‘the idea is
to bring back a few memories and to
celebrate the dynamism of our industry
which seems to have been going
through endless change for as long as
anyone can remember’. As to where
the exhibits will come from, he added
‘Point Promotions is writing to exhibitors
and prospective exhibitors to see what
suitable items and memorabilia they
might have lurking in dark corners! Of
course, we would welcome
contributions from other sources too
and anyone interested in helping out
should simply contact me at Point
Promotions’.
To encourage contributions, the
source of individual exhibits will be
credited in the exhibition itself and
contributors will also receive a listing
within the SBES 2005 show-guide,
which will be distributed as usual to all

visitors attending the two-day event.
Aware that some items may now be
both rare and valuable, Point
Promotions have appointed long-term
industry insider, Andy Bantock to
organise and look after the display at
the exhibition.
According to Andy, ‘SBES is going to
be something a bit different for me this
year and I'm looking forward to seeing
just what gems we might be able to
bring together – we might even be able
to mock up some sort of archaic studio
to jog some memories and amuse some
of the younger visitors to the show’.
The majority of exhibition space has
already been booked for 2005, so any
potential exhibitors who have not yet
reserved their stand space are advised
to contact the organisers as soon as
possible to avoid disappointment.
For more details, including a downloadable floor plan detailing current
exhibitors and remaining available
spaces, visit the SBES web-site at:
www.sbes.com/
Any companies or individuals that
would like to contribute exhibits or
photographs to the planned historical
display should contact Dave McVittie by
e-mail via: info@pointproms.co.uk

HAPPY BIRTHDAY NHS
Tuesday, 5th July marked the 57th anniversary of the
introduction of the NHS. It's hard to believe that free access
to healthcare came about so recently and NHS Careers
took this opportunity to encourage you to celebrate the often
pioneering and always dedicated, work of NHS staff over
the course of over half a century, as well as encourage more
people, regardless of their age and experience, to consider
joining the teams with the world's third largest employer.
We asked every music radio programme to play a dedicated song for all the people who work in the NHS,
whether in your hospitals or out in your community on
Tuesday 5th July.
Not just the doctors and nurses but the midwives, the
music, art, physio, occupational health and other therapists,
ambulance staff, those who look after the maintenance of
the buildings, who feed the staff and patients, the porters,
the administrative staff and those involved in science in
health who help find new treatments and cures for illness
and disease.
With over 370 different careers and jobs, songs were
dedicated to those working in a different career in the NHS
for every day of the year and you still weren’t able to thank
everyone ... but it was a great start!
Suitable songs played included: ‘The Operation, Lenny
Bruce, A Health Vibe, Soul Immigrants, Doctor, INXS or
The Doobie Brothers Night Nurse, Gregory Isaacs,
Injection, from the original score for Mission Impossible 2,
Getting Better, The Beatles, Therapy, by Heltah Skeltah,
Rock Therapy, by The Stray Cats
As Steve Barnett, Director of NHS Employers, explained,
‘Tuesday 5th July was, more than anything, a celebration of
one of the most varied and multi-talented teams of people in
the world.’
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I was pleasantly surprised one
evening about 12 years ago to receive a
telephone call from someone I only
knew vaguely, inviting me along to his
Rotary Club for lunch. My delight
lasted about ten seconds as he added,
‘Of course, like Little Tommy Tucker
we expect you to sing for your supper.
Can you give us 30 minutes on what
you get up to at the radio hospital?’
It was to be the first time that I spoke
to a group about ‘the radio hospital’ but
it was not to be the last. These days I
do about 20 to 30 talks per year to all
sorts of groups all over Perthshire and
beyond. In fact one year I managed
more than 40!
The purpose of this article is to look
at whether it’s worth getting onto the
talks circuit, what is required, what you
might expect to meet and how you
should structure the talk. Hopefully by
the end you might be more prepared
for your first venture onto the talk
circuit.
SO WHO IS LIKELY TO ASK YOU
TO TALK?
Any one of dozens of organisations,
the Women’s Institute, Church Groups,
Probus Clubs, Rotary, Round Table,
Soroptomists, Inner Link, Pensioner’s
Clubs, Friendly Clubs, Health Groups
the list goes on ... and on. Some will
meet during the day others will be
evenings only.
Each group will have their own
agenda and their own focus. You will
have to be prepared to change the talk
slightly to suit the audience. Women’s
groups might mean less emphasis on
how you broadcast the football while
there are some funny stories that might
have to be censored just a little for
others.
Some groups will expect you to sit
through their business meeting others
will invite you along after it is done. At
some you may find yourself singing a
hymn or two. If it’s the Women’s
Institute, then as the guest you will
almost certainly find yourself having to
‘Judge the fudge’. They will have a
competition or two for each meeting
and you will be the judge. The
‘prettiest spring flower’ or the ‘best
baby’s knitted jacket’ are reasonable. I
was, however, once faced with 31
entries in the ‘best sausage roll’. I used
to be only 11 stones!
Remember too, that every autumn,
each group will be frantically looking
for speakers to fill their schedule over
the next year. Once you are on the
circuit, you will find that it self-seeds
and that you get a regular stream of
requests.
SO IS IT WORTH IT?
Well, I never charge for the talk. I
ON AIR
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There Are No
Free Lunches ...

With the distribution of the
HBA DVD ‘Hospital Broadcasting
In The UK’ we look at ways to
publicise your station.
John Watson looks at talking to
other groups, Mike Skinner lists
those things you should take into
account when preparing a press
release and Anna O’Brien suggests
ways in which you can improve
your profile within the hospital
don’t even ask for expenses unless it is
very far away, so my station aren’t
going to be earning big bucks from my
ramblings. However, I think there are a
huge number of advantages in giving
talks to groups.
Firstly, in most instances, a sizeable
number of any group will have
experienced hospital radio – so you
can’t guild the lily too much. Once you
are an experienced talker you can safely
ask them in an open meeting for their
thoughts on your service. No matter
what they say, you will feel confident
that you can come up with a good
response. If they are critical, then take
their views on board and even discuss it
further with them afterwards – as long
as they are constructive in their
comments it will be to your benefit.
Many of these groups will consist of
elderly people or at least those over 40.
They are probably very representative
of your audience and it gives you the
chance to tell them all about your
service. In the event that they are
unfortunate enough to need hospital
treatment, then they will arrive at the
hospital aware of your service. In an
age where patients can be into hospital
and back out within 48 hours, it means
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that you might still have them as
listeners even if they haven’t seen a
ward visitor.
Decide beforehand whether you
want donations of old records. If so,
then tell the group in advance, they will
bring them to the meeting. If not, then
be sure that you can explain why not,
because inevitably someone will offer
some during the meeting.
Many of the audience will be the fit
retired – the very people you might
want to encourage along as members,
so it is worthwhile pointing out how
rewarding hospital radio can be.
Beware of making your appeal for
funds or more members too blatant.
These groups see speakers like you
every week or every fortnight and are
sick to death of being asked for money
or having their membership poached.
Be a little more crafty in your approach.
There are financial advantages too.
You might not ask for a fee or expenses,
but often they will donate the money in
any event. Many of these organisations
will give money to charity each year
and when that time comes you will
have a very good chance. While some
groups might send along £50, I’ve had
others that have donated £250 to £500
– particularly if you have told them all
about the new project that you are
currently fund-raising to finance.
I once spoke to a group which
included an elderly gentleman whom I
did not recognise or even speak to on
the night. He recognised me in the
wards when he was a patient a few
months later and we chatted briefly.
Over the next few years we received
several cheques for £500 from a trust
fund that he had set up. Each cheque
was accompanied by a nice letter saying
how amazed he’d been to hear that
there was such a thing as hospital radio
and how he had enjoyed it for the few
days that he had been in hospital.
You forget just how many people you
speak to until you are at some sort of
fundraising event. I’ve lost track of how
many times I’ve been handed a fiver or
tenner by someone who has said, ‘You
spoke to my group last year – you all do
a great job.’
Above all, what these talks do is
highlight the service your station offers.
People do imagine hospital radio to be
two guys wearing anoraks with a
record player. It’s your job to tell them
just how wide-ranging and professional
hospital broadcasting can be. It raises
your station profile, it can lead to
increased finances and good quality
applications for membership and it
might even get you a free lunch – but
not very often!
In any event who is going to enjoy
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the gammon steak knowing full well
they have to get up and entertain the
other diners during coffee!
BUT I CAN’T TALK FOR AN
HOUR WITHOUT A SINGLE
NOTE ...
Oh yes, you can! It is much easier
than you might think.
Given a reasonable period of
preparation you can do it easily and
establish a reputation as an interesting
and amusing speaker. You will even get
to the stage where you can walk into a
meeting and give a talk with virtually no
warning or preparation at all.
The reason, of course, is that you
have very little to learn. You know all
about hospital broadcasting and your
audience knows virtually nothing about
it. All you have to do is put it over in an
interesting an entertaining way.
In the first instance you need to
know how long the group want you to
talk. Ensure you ask beforehand. Try to
avoid allowing them to have their cup
of tea halfway through your talk. Some
will want 20 minutes while others will
want 45 minutes to an hour. That is
probably the best length. I resist efforts
to get me to do more than an hour –
there is only so much punishment the
listeners can take. I always take off my
watch and lay it, face up, on the table –
it allows me to see how long I have to
go without obviously looking at my
wrist.
You must decide whether you want
to use ‘props’ or not. By props, I mean
items that might allow you to put across
the message in a different way. There
are a variety of things you might use:
DVD OR VIDEO
Your station might have made a DVD
or video showing what you get up to.
You want this to be short – no more
than 10 minutes in a 45 minute talk –
they invited you to talk, not show them
films. Such films can be very handy but
you must remember that they will have
been designed to give an overall view
of your station and after you show it,
you might not have much left to say
without repeating the documentary.
The new HBA film is an ideal way
to start or finish a talk – it’s short, it’s
punchy, it’s professional and it doesn’t
steal your thunder.
The problem with DVDs or videos is
that you must ensure that there will be
equipment at the location or take along
your own. If there are more than a
dozen people then you will need a
pretty big screen and a bit of
amplification. If the talk is in an hotel
or similar premises, often the venue can
supply a big TV.
ON AIR
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SOUND RECORDINGS
Again I would keep these brief.
After 10 to 15 minutes the audience’s
attention will drift. You might want to
take along your entry for Station Of
The Year in the National Hospital
Radio Awards, that should give a fair
view of what you do at your station.
POWERPOINT
Powerpoint presentations are fine –
at work. I don’t think they are much fun
at the Women’s Institute. What was
intended to be an interesting, fun talk
soon becomes a lecture.
SLIDES
Slides can be very effective but I’d
leave them all to one part of the talk
where you show pictures of the studios
or your outside broadcasts. Only use
them if the pictures are very good
quality.
LEAFLETS
You might want to hand out leaflets
or copies of your patients’ magazine.
Take them along and lay them out on a
side table. Refer to them during the talk
and invite the listeners to take one later.
If you hand them out any earlier they
will read them all the way through your
talk – and even if they don’t they’ll be
dropping them and causing all sorts of
distractions.
SO HOW DO YOU BEGIN?
Well I begin by asking how many in
the audience have heard hospital radio.
Invariably there is a fair show of hands.
I then say, ‘You know many people
think that hospital radio is a new
phenomenon’, then go on to give a
brief potted history taken from the
history page on the HBA website.
That leads naturally into how your
own station began and suddenly you
are off and running.
You don’t really need notes if you
follow a basic framework. I tend to
follow:
• How patients receive our service
Page 13

• Patient visiting and Patient
Interaction – a recurring theme
throughout the talk;
• Request Programmes – the
backbone of the service
• The Programme Schedule and
Specialist Programmes
• Sport;
• Outside Broadcasts;
• Equipment – the studio
and the playout system;
• The Music Library;
• Membership;
• Funding
If you can remember these headings
– or even write them on a card and lay
it on the table next to your watch – you
won’t go far wrong and should be able
to witter on until the cows come home.
It’s no mistake that the items you want
to impress on your audience
(membership and finance) are slipped
in at the end where they will have most
impact.
Make a point of identifying one or
two anecdotes for each of these
headings and immediately your talk
begins to take on a bit of life.
The next issue is how to finish the
talk. I tend to point out that I’ve been
involved in hospital broadcasting for
over 20 years, that I’ve made many
friends; that it has brought me a huge
amount of fun and satisfaction and that
even today I can still be surprised to see
how a tune on the radio can cheer up
someone who was very low.
I always finish by quoting a couple of
lines from a letter we received several
years ago from a lady thanking us for
brightening up the last few days of her
father’s life.
So now it’s question time. If you’ve
missed any of the above subjects this is
where it will be retrieved – and you
may be surprised how many people
will ask about copyright and PRS / PPL.
In general though the questions will be
supportive and nothing to worry about.
Lastly, always take a paper and a
pen. Once you sit down to a well
earned round of applause, half the
audience will want to talk to you one to
one. Some will regale you with hospital
radio anecdotes of their own and these
are worth a brief note so that you can
use them at next weeks talk. Some will
ask you to get in touch because they
have access to trust funds or might be
able to help in other ways and some
might want to offer their services.
You’ll need to note names and phone
numbers at least.
So you’ve done it. It was much
easier than you thought and you’re
not nearly so worried about the next
one. Give it a go. You have nothing to
lose and a great deal to gain.
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Every station needs publicity and
nothing is more effective than an article
in a newspaper, on local radio or
television. These things don’t just
happen – you need to prompt them.
While no one can guarantee your
press release will be published or used
for an article, there are things you can
do to improve your chances.

Making the
News ...

WRITE IN THIRD-PERSON
VOICE
A press release must be presented
objectively from a third person point of
view. Remove ‘you’, ‘I’, ‘we’ and ‘us’
and replace them with ‘he’ and ‘they’.
Provide references to any statistics, facts
and figures raised in the press release.
Refrain from expressing personal
opinions, unless they are done in quotes
and draw conclusions from facts and
statistics only - not general opinion.

CONSIDERATIONS
BEFORE WRITING A
PRESS RELEASE
The biggest obstacle to most press
releases is the release itself. You should
consider:
• Why the release is being written:
to broadcast information, increase
public perception, source volunteers or
raise funds?
• Who is the audience?
• Does the press release contain
invaluable or newsworthy information
that will be of interest to the target
audience?
• Is the information supported by
facts?
• Are you aware of possible pitfalls
or areas to avoid?
• What do you want readers to take
away from your press release?

OVERALL TONE AND
STRUCTURE OF THE
PRESS RELEASE
To increase the chance of having a
story published, make the editors',
freelances', reporters' or journalists' job
easier by presenting the release in a
format and style that appeals to them.
Make sure that it is:
• WELL-WRITTEN – ensure that
the release is grammatically correct and
doesn't contain any spelling mistakes or
errors and sources are quoted correctly.
• CONCISE – editors receive
hundreds of press releases a week and
appreciate releases that are brief and to
the point. Keep it punchy.
• FACTUAL – stick to logical and
substantiated claims and doesn't
embellish anything that is to be
communicated.
• OBJECTIVITY – virtually
impossible to do, but refrain from using
over hyped quotes from sources as they
will be presented as being too biased.
• TIMING – The press release may
not be topical, but it may be able to
incorporate the release with a more
ON AIR
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should also gain the readers interest so
that they will continue to read the full
article.

HBA Public Relations Manager,
Mike Skinner, looks at how to
formulate a press release
recent news event – but don’t stretch
the point.

WRITING THE
PRESS RELEASE
Collate and Organise Your Facts.
A simple rule is to find answers to
questions pertaining to the who, what,
when, where, why or also known as
‘the 5 Ws’ of the event, don't forget
'how' either. Put a date on the release
and remember, yesterday's news isn't
going to go far.
IDENTIFY YOUR
STORY'S ANGLE
A good story angle must have the
following three attributes: It must be the
most important fact in your story. It
must be timely. It must be unique and
newsworthy. This story angle must be
presented in the first paragraph as well
as the headline of your press release.

PROVIDE QUOTES
Put the most important message
down into a quote. Journalists use
quotes to add an authoritative voice to
their reports. If the press release
contains quotes that are important and
relevant to the story, chances are high
that they will be replicated in full in the
published article.
PROVIDE ADDITIONAL
BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Provide the reader with a contact
(your location, website address,
telephone number, etc) so they can
follow up if they develop interest.
End the press release with an
appendix that provides brief
background information on the
company, newsmakers, as well as who
to contact for further information.

CONSTRUCTION AND
DISTRIBUTION
In general a press release shouldn't
be more than one page long. Use A4
sized paper. The margins should be no
less than an inch on all sides of the
paper. Be sure you only print on one

CREATE A CATCHY HEADLINE
Keep the headline short and simple
using less than ten words. It should
convey the key point raised in the
opening paragraph in a light-hearted
manner that catches the imagination
and attention. It is essential that you
summarise your whole editorial in the
opening paragraph in case it is cut
down due to space availability. It
Page 14
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information about the topic,
organisation, etc., e.g. summary of the
organisation’s activities, how long they
have been established.
-CONTACT- Name, title, address,
phone number, fax, e-mail and websites
address if the journalist needs more
information or more quotes.
-SENDER- Full contact details so if
there are any enquiries the journalist
has a contact to get back to.

DISTRIBUTION
side of the paper: never use both.
When typing, use double or 1.5
spacing so that the editorial is readable
and can easily be edited by the
journalist if necessary.
Complete paragraphs on the same
page: don't split them so that it is
continued on another page. If you must
use more than one page for the whole
editorial, indicate this by using the
following text at the bottom-centre of
your page: - MORE - (don't leave out
the dashes).

THE PHYSICAL FORMAT
Separate the sections clearly to make
sure that the recipient can access the
information that they need effectively.
Use something similar to below and
stick to a format:
-BEGINS- Lets the journalist know
where they should start.
-ENDS- Lets the journalist know
where the release finishes. Most writers
will recognise ##### as the end of a
release.
-RELEASE- Lets the journalist
know when he can print the story. If it
is as soon as possible then write clearly
‘IMMEDIATE’. If perhaps you want to
hold the story until after an event then
you should write "EMBARGOED
UNTIL (time) and (date).
-NOTES FOR EDITORS- Extra

These days, most press releases are
sent by email. Not only is it quick, it
allows the journalist to edit and submit
the release without having to retype it.
Avoid sending odd attachments as
some recipients do not open files that
they think may contain a virus, or may
not find attachments acceptable unless
they are warned beforehand.
You don't know what software your
recipient will be using, it is a good idea
to also send the release in the body of
the email in plain text; in which case
remove bold, italics, underlining and
unnecessary formatting, as when it is
delivered it may be received as
gibberish.
Most importantly ensure that the
release is hitting your target audience
and not sent to recipients that are not
relevant.
Consider sending recent photo(s) of
the individual, group, presentation or
place that is discussed in the release.
Make sure that any photos are well
taken and of good quality.

SUMMARY
Press releases are one of the best
forms of creating awareness of your
organisation. What you write about
can cover anything that you feel is
newsworthy to those that you want to
target. The more newsworthy your
editorial is, the more likely it is to get
printed.
When sending your editorial, be
sure that you send it to a media that is
relevant to the issue and who you

believe will show interest.
Give the journalist plenty of time in
advance to fit your editorial into his/her
work schedule by sending it in good
time. A weekly local paper might want
the release many days before
publication.
Be careful when you send the
release. If you have two local papers, a
weekly published on Friday and a daily,
then sending your press release on a
Thursday probably means it will miss
the weekly and appear in the daily.
The weekly is then unlikely to take it
the following week – it’s old news.
If you send it to them both on a
Tuesday to help the weekly, the weekly
might still not use it, because it
appeared in Wednesday’s daily!
Why not send to the weekly on
Monday and send the same release to
the daily early on Thursday. Then both
can publish on Friday and neither can
upstage the other.
Remember that the local press will
probably show much more interest than
the nationals. Get to know local
journalists; invite them along to your
studio, feed them tea and biscuits and
show them how you operate. Not only
might it lead to a feature article but it
makes publication of news articles
much more likely.
Don’t forget the free newspapers
either. Their main business is selling
advertising and often they are desperate
for news. Your story could easily end
up on the front page in every house in
town.
The above tips are not meant to be
an exhaustive guide to writing a good
press release. But it should help you get
started on writing a press release
yourself. Remember that practice makes
perfect and the best way to learn how
to write an effective press release, is to
observe how news is reported in local
and national newspapers.
Finally, don't be too disappointed if
your editorial doesn't get published:
journalists receive hundreds of requests
every week and may not have time to
follow up on them all.
The simple solution is to keep trying.

NOW YOU’VE READ OUR COMMENTS ... WE’D LIKE TO HEAR FROM YOU.
WHAT DOES YOUR STATION DO FOR PUBLICITY, FUNDRAISING, ETC?
PLEASE SEND YOUR STORIES TO THE EDITOR, ADDRESS IS ON PAGE 2.
COPY DATE IS 16TH AUGUST 2005 FOR ISSUE 106.
WE LOOK FORWARD TO HEARING FROM YOU
ON AIR
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‘I didn’t even know I had a
radio!’ How often have you
heard those words from a
patient whilst you’ve been
chatting and collecting requests
on the wards?
More often than you’d like –
probably.
Raising awareness of your service in
the hospital will not only gain you more
listeners but more supporters,
volunteers and donors – hopefully.
Promoting your service within the
hospital is absolutely vital and
something you can never do enough of.
The more people that know of your
existence the better: they’ll tell other
people about you which makes your job
easier; more people knowing how to
tune in will mean more listeners and
the more people using your service, the
more worthwhile it is both in terms of
your volunteers who give their time,
and most importantly of all – to the
patients whose stay in hospital you
brighten.
This list aims to offer something for
every station – many of the ideas you
may do already but hopefully there’s a
few fresh ideas that you can try out too!

Publicity
within the
Hospital
by Anna O’Brien
Station Manager,
Winchester Hospital Radio
is not only a thoughtful gesture but also
makes their station more visible around
the wards. If your hospital produces a
Patient’s Handbook or Admissions Pack,
try and get your service included in it.

Have a website –
Many patients now have access to
the internet at the bedside and it’s a
great way to inform people of what you
do.

Include details of your service
on the bedside Patient Power
units –
Many of these companies such as
Patientline offer a rolling information
service so you could have a page on
there outlining how to tune in to your
programmes. You may also be able to
persuade their staff to distribute your
Programme Guides, especially if your
volunteers are regularly logging patients
onto their systems.

Involve patients in your
programmes –
Do lots of interactive features such as
requests, quizzes, bingo, patient
interviews, phone-ins and broadcasts
direct from the wards.

Get the ward staff
involved too –

Reach your audience on the
wards ...
Visit patients regularly – the average
length of a hospital stay is getting
shorter, so the more often you can get
round each ward, the more patients
you’ll meet and make aware of your
service.

Distribute written information
to patients –
Your Programme Guides, HR Ward
Magazines, a community newsletter if
you produce one, a card thanking them
for making a request with a reminder of
what time it will be played. Hospital
Radio Reading‘s Programme Guide
doubles as a ‘Best Wishes’ card which
ON AIR
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Encourage them to let you know of
any patients’ birthdays, anniversaries,
etc. Long after they’ve gone home,
patients will still remember any
programmes they took part in.

Get prizes for on air give-aways
to patients –

Promote your station on air –
Alongside standard station idents,
include promos that highlight the work
you do, forthcoming events you’re
running, how people can support you,
volunteer recruitment details, etc.

Make your station more visible
around the hospital ...
Get the look! – get your volunteers
wearing polo shirts or sweatshirts with
your station logo on so they’re instantly
recognisable when they go round the
wards.
Winchester Hospital Radio
volunteers also have zip-up folders with
the station’s logo on that they take
round with them – makes it much easier
to carry Programme Guides, ward
magazines, request slips, pens and cards
for patients all in one place, especially
when you need to put all these
materials down to log on a bedside
radio and tune a patient in.

Merchandise your station –
Night-shirts, pens, mugs, coasters,
bookmarks can all be printed with your
station name and logo and perhaps with
space for a phone number or how to
make a request. As well as getting your
name seen around the hospital, all these
make great prizes and keepsakes for
patients.

Do Outside Broadcasts within
the hospital –
Broadcast direct from the patients’
bedside if you can and if possible
broadcast from your hospital’s main
entrance or foyer area where you can
be seen by lots of staff and visitors who
can also give you requests for their
loved ones as they arrive. Hospital
Radio Basingstoke do an OB like this
regularly and their Hospital Trust allow
them to fundraise at the same time.
If your hospital has a summer fete,
etc get involved by running the PA and
reporting from the event to the wards.

Phonecards, flowers, fruit,
chocolates, book tokens, etc. Steve
Catchpole at Hospital Radio Maidstone
gives away a box of chocs on a weekly
quiz. Hospital Radio Reading have a
local bakery that provide them with a
cake once a week to give away on their
request programme. If you can get
prizes like this, hopefully more patients
will get involved and you can be sure
the winners will probably tell the whole
ward they’ve won something by
listening to you!
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Display posters/booklets about
your service around the
hospital –
Most hospitals have designated
noticeboards nowadays, so speak to
your hospital’s Communications/PR
Department to try and get one for your
station if you haven’t got any. With
Infection controls/MRSA issues, you
may need to laminate or frame any
posters you produce for patient areas.
If you’re allowed to – also include
displays/posters in reception areas, preassessment clinics, admission lounges
and canteens. In addition to patients,
relatives and staff using these areas will
see your information. Perth have an
eye-catching poster they use to highlight
their need for volunteers to assist with
ward visiting.
Hold an open day at your station – if
your station is on site at the hospital and
has good access, extend an open
invitation to patients, staff and visitors to
come along and see you work. You
could invite members of the hospital
management along too.

Involve staff and other
voluntary organisations ...
Include staff in your programmes –
you could interview a member of staff
to give patients an insight into their role

at the hospital. Hospital Radio
Chelmsford’s award-winning speech
entry in this year’s awards went one
better and gave patients the opportunity
to hear the presenter experiencing the
Physiotherapy department first-hand.
This year’s ‘Station of the Year’
Hospital Radio Redhill, do a regular
‘Staff Top 3’ feature. Many stations
interview the Chief Executive of their
hospital Trust.
Tie some of your programming in
with national campaigns like ‘National
Nurses’ Day on 12th May – you could
get patients and staff to vote for best
member of staff etc. Even better –
recruit some current or retired hospital
staff to volunteer for your station!
Circulate information about your
hospital radio to staff – Speak to your
hospital’s Communications/PR
department and try and get details of
your station included on the staff ’s
intranet site, in staff newsletters or
global staff news-emails.
Send the department copies of your
press releases to keep them up-to-date
with developments.
Make sure your station is listed in the
hospital’s phone directory.

Work with other voluntary
organisations in the hospital –
Keep in touch with the hospital’s

Voluntary Services Officer. Make
contacts at the WRVS, the League of
Friends, etc. Maybe they could help
distribute or display some of your
publicity material for patients such as
programme guides. You in turn could
offer to put out public service
announcements for them.

Link in with other departments
in the hospital –
All the wards you broadcast to, the
Chaplaincy, the Patient Advice and
Liaison Service (PALS), Admissions,
plus any pre-assessment clinics that
patients may attend before coming in
for elective ops and procedures. Check
they are aware of your service and
have some of your publicity materials in
their waiting areas. Many hospitals also
have healthcare libraries – approach
them to see if they can display some of
your information. You might also find
that particularly in older hospital
buildings, the library has a volunteer
archivist who can be a useful contact
for any special anniversaries at the
hospital, key people/dates etc.

As we say at the start, the
more people that know
about your service, the
better!

Rex Oates, Provincial Grand Master of the Oddfellows Derby District, handed over a cheque
for £3,137 to Professor Ralph Lawrence, President of Radio Link Derby Hospital
Broadcasting. Rex Oates, in his year of office, has held many social events including coffee
mornings, talks, raffles, table top sales, strawberry teas, dinner dances, etc. The money will
go towards the purchase of replacement studio equipment and running costs.
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Countrywide ... News from the Stations
ST HELIER’S AWARD
CEREMONY
Radio St Helier
recently
presented ‘The
Val Brown’
Award to one of
its members.
This award, set
up by the station
in memory of
one of its loyal
listeners, Val
Brown, is
presented each
year to an
outstanding
This year’s winner
member of the
Briony O’Sullivan
station.
Each year, members are invited to
nominate individuals from within Radio
St Helier that they feel have made a
real difference. Reasons for nomination
can be as varied as continued assistance
at outside broadcasts, those who have
pushed themselves to achieve above
expectation and fundraising.
This year’s winner was Briony
O’Sullivan, although a relatively new
addition to the Radio St Helier team,
her enthusiasm at outside events and
flexibility in covering shows made her a
worthy winner.
A special mention went to Gerald
Bass and Hilary Wicks for their efforts
in providing show cover.

of Coleraine, Councillor Robert
McPherson dropped in to lend his
support and local broadcasting VIP –
Sarah Travers presented an hour of
musical requests.
Personalities from local commercial
radio stations visited the studio including
Big T (Trevor Campbell ) from
Downtown Radio.
The radio station was promoted by
handing out free balloons, pens, pencils
and key rings to staff, patients and
visitors. Prizes were given away from
raffles made from the request forms.
The big attraction was the wide screen
television on display in the main
entrance foyer which transmitted live
pictures from the radio studio
throughout the day’s broadcasting and
attracted a lot of interest from visitors.
With over 250 requests played, the
day was a huge success for all
volunteers involved and Causeway
Hospital Radio has certainly raised its
profile within the day to day life of the
Causeway Hospital.

• Daily weather forecasts from local
expert Ian Currie.
• Competition to win flights in Radio
Redhill’s competition, courtesy of
Monarch Airlines.
The first week of broadcasting
coincided with National Hospital
Broadcasting Week 2005.

RADIO REDHILL’S RSL

Baby Louis and mum Hattie Vavasour
from Westwell meet ‘Warren’ on Padua
Ward with Junior Sister Angela Messenger
The Ashford Hospital Broadcasting
Service teamed up with the town’s
ASDA superstore to bring a little Easter
fun to the wards of the William Harvey
Hospital during the Easter break.
Patients and staff around the hospital
were given a cheery wave from an
unusual visitor on Good Friday morning
– a six foot Easter Bunny bearing
chocolate! ‘Warren’ the Easter Bunny
from the ASDA store in Kimberly Way
hopped along with buckets full of
chocolates to visit patients and staff
during the morning.
‘Warren’ visited several wards to the
delight of patients and staff, including
the Brook and Bethersden wards for
elderly patients, the Folkestone
maternity wards and Padua Children’s
ward. ‘Warren’ ended his hectic twohour visit with a warm welcome in the
A&E unit where he met busy staff and
patients.
‘Warren’ was accompanied by
ASDA Ashford Events Co-ordinator
Chris Davey and AHBS Chairman,
Daniel Jones, who jointly organised the
visit, which has now become an annual
event.
Chris said; ‘The ASDA store is part
of the community in Ashford and we
like to put something back. It is so good
that we have been made so welcome at
the hospital and can do a little bit to put
a smile peoples faces around the
hospital at Easter time.’

Dame Judi Dench in Radio Redhill’s studio
with Irwyn Davies

Gerald Bass and Hilary Wicks

CAUSEWAY HOSPITAL
CELEBRATES RADIO WEEK
To acknowledge National Hospital
Radio Week, the members of
Causeway Hospital Radio mounted a
twelve hour broadcast on Tuesday 5th
April. Starting at 10 o’clock, volunteers
visited all wards, day clinic waiting
areas, the restaurant and café to gather
requests.
During this time, many heads of
various departments within the Hospital
and Causeway Trust were interviewed
on air, including the new Chief
Executive, Brian Dornan. The Mayor
ON AIR
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Radio Redhill acquired an RSL to
broadcast live on 87.7FM to celebrate
its 30th birthday.
The RSL began at 6am Saturday 2nd
April and finished at midnight on
Sunday 17th April.
Highlights of the first week included:
• Dame Judi Dench’s ‘Desert Island
Discs’ on 3rd April
• Interview with country star Don
Williams on 5th April
• Song writer Richard Stilgoe
interviewed on 8th April
• Radio Redhill Listeners All-time top
40 on 2nd April
• Documentary telling the story of
thirty years of Radio Redhill, with clips
from archive programmes on 7th April.
• Each day, Mark Davison of the
Surrey Mirror looked back at 30 years
of local events and 30 years of music.
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Countrywide ... News from the Stations
Daniel said, ‘Thanks to ASDA, we
were able to make Easter a bit more
cheerful for patients who were in the
William Harvey Hospital over the
Easter weekend and also the staff who
were working.
‘Warren brought smiles and laughter
to so many during the morning and
we’d like to say a big thank you to
ASDA for their continued support.’

HOSPITAL RADIO
DEDICATION

Pam Eastwood, Volunteer of the Year
Radio Halton presenter, Pam
Eastwood, has won the Volunteer of
the Year award in the borough. The
Mayor of Halton, Cllr Peter LloydJones presented the awards at a
celebration evening at the Masonic
Hall, Widnes, organised by Halton
Voluntary Action.
Pam has been a volunteer at Halton
General Hospital for 12 years. Fellow
volunteer Gaynor Jones says, ‘I put
Pam forward for this award because of
her hard work in promoting hospital
radio. As well as presenting on air, she
visits patients on wards, trains new
volunteers and organises the music’.
Pam said, ‘I really didn’t expect to be
selected for the award. It’s a beautiful
crystal trophy which will take pride of
place in the studio. It’s good we’re able
to provide music to help patients relax’.
Radio Halton broadcasts solely
within Halton General Hospital and
plays a wide range of music from the
50’s to today. Pam also presents a
Tuesday afternoon programme of
classical music.

NEW PRESIDENT
FOR HOSPITAL RADIO
CHELMSFORD
Steve Scruton, HR Chelmsford
member between 1976 and 1991, who
went professional full-time in the 90s
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for BBC Essex, was elected as President
of Hospital Radio Chelmsford in April
2005 at the AGM. Steve, who held
the post of Chairman from 1981 to
1989, said he felt honoured and was
delighted to be back involved because
he considers Hospital Radio as a very
important part of his life and a very
well worth service to the community.
The first duty Steve performed in his
new role as President was to present
Long Service Certificates to the
following five members of Hospital
Radio Chelmsford: Adam Ravenscroft
25 years; Andy Holmes 15 years; Pete
Fleming 15 years; Sam Jenkins-Holmes
15 years; Kevin Lodge 10 years.
Adam Ravenscroft also received the
HRC Achievement Award for
organising the 40th birthday
celebrations which included a reunion
and anniversary programme reuniting
many former members, including three
of the original personnel from 1964.
Other changes at the AGM included
the election of a new Chairman. Andy
Holmes decided to stand down after
two and a half years and Mark
Grantham was elected. Mark has been
a member for 16 years and is no
stranger to the committee, having just
stepped down as Public Relations
Officer. During his time with HRC, he
has also held the post of Secretary.
The new Committee is: Chairman,
Mark Grantham; Treasurer, Chris
Wickers; Secretary/Programme
Controller, David Abrey; Chief
Engineer, Matt Wade; Fund Raising,
Sam Jenkins-Holmes; Public Relations
Officer, Adam Ravenscroft; Committee
Liaison Officer, Steve Hanning
Mark Grantham announced plans for
the Broomfield Weekender following
the success of last year’s event when
presenters left the studios at St. John’s
Hospital to broadcast from Broomfield.
HR Chelmsford staged another from
June 10th until June 12th; all
programmes were broadcast live from
the HRC Roadshow Unit, which was
based at Broomfield Hospital for the
weekend.
Highlights were the live coverage of
the Orthopaedic Charity Walk and the
hospital staffs ‘It’s a Knockout’ contest
on Sunday afternoon.

CINEMA GIVES PATIENTS
SOMETHING TO LOOK
FORWARD TO
Whipps Cross Hospital Radio and
The Odeon South Woodford have
come together to give patients a chance
to win a pair of tickets to see a film of
their choice at the local cinema.
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Winner Anthony Fleming receiving his
tickets from Odeon manager Sunny
Martinez
The Film of the Fortnight
competition, accompanies a review of
one of the latest films showing at the
Odeon and since it started six months
ago, has become a great success. The
Odeon’s Sarah Wheeler and Whipps
Cross volunteer Ben Cooper feel their
hard work organising this has been well
spent.
‘Everyone at the Odeon South
Woodford is very pleased that Film Of
The Fortnight is proving to be popular
with patients. We like to think we are
giving them something to look forward
to when they leave hospital and we
hope it will continue to be successful’.
Ben added, ‘This is one of many
features that make hospital radio an
integral part of the treatment process, it
genuinely lifts patients’ spirits. We are
very grateful to the Odeon for
supporting our listeners at a time when
they may be feeling low’.
The latest winner, Anthony Fleming
from Wanstead, was presented with his
tickets at the cinema on Thursday.
Anthony, who will be taking his
young grandson to see a family film,
wanted to pay tribute to the staff on
Poplar ward who cared ‘100 per cent’
for him, he ‘couldn’t ask for anything
better. The nurses are there for you all
the time.’
Anthony was also grateful to the
hospital radio for keeping him
entertained during his stay. He said,
‘you’re never alone with Whipps Cross
Radio’.
Whipps Cross Hospital Radio has
been broadcasting since 1969 to the
patients and staff, presenting a range of
music, news, information, guests,
features, football commentary and most
importantly requests and chats with the
patients.
In 2003 they began broadcasting 24
hours a day for free on Patientline.
Listening figures in 2004 showed they
were the most listened to radio station
within the hospital, ahead of stations
such as Heart and Radio 2.
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Countrywide ... News from the Stations
LOCAL GROUP MAKES
DONATION TO HR
HASLAR

Chairman Chris Pearce receives the
donation cheque from The Squires
A local group of men from the
Gosport Methodist Church in Stoke
Road, recently gave a donation of £300
to Hospital Radio Haslar when they
visited their studios.
This group called the ‘Squires’
consists of Brian McPhee, Ted Paice,
Frank Skinner and Derek Slaymaker.
They have been providing support to
local charities for many years.
They raise the money by holding
jumble sales, barbeques, bowls events
and other similar activities, ably
supported by the ladies of the church.
Brian McPhee, Chairman of the
Squires, said ‘We chose Hospital Radio
Haslar as one of our nominated
charities last year, because of the
excellent service they give to the
patients and staff at both of the Gosport
hospitals and we wish them continued
support’.
Chris Pearce, Chairman of Hospital
Radio Haslar comments, ‘The donation
made by The Squires is very much
appreciated and will assist us maintain
the service we provide. The continued
support given to us by the people of
Gosport is tremendous.’

AWARDS FOR RADIO LINK

John Huddlestone receives his Award from
the Mayor of the City of Derby
ON AIR
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John Huddlestone, Secretary, Press
Officer and founder member of Radio
Link collected his Civic Award from the
Mayor of the City of Derby Councillor
Roy Webb. At the Annual General
Meeting of Radio Link, the following
Long Service Awards were presented:
Mark Atherton 20 years; Professor
Ralph Lawrence 30 years; Brenda
Moxhay 20 years; Merrick McIver also
received a 30 years Long Service
Award but was not present at the
Annual General Meeting.
Radio Link provides a 24-hour daily
service to the Derby City General
Hospital, Derbyshire Royal Infirmary,
Derbyshire Children’s Hospital and
Nightingale Continuing Care Unit; from
the two studios at the Derby City
General Hospital.

Members of Radio Link with their Long
Service Awards

WARD RADIO
Ward Radio, Ealing Hospital’s
Broadcasting Service, is still here, still
doing our thing for our two Trusts, on
our site, Ealing Hospital and the
hospitals of the West London Mental
Health Trust (WLMHT). Hopefully
this year will be a big year for us with
some major challenges ahead in our
30th anniversary.
Serving the patients and staff of two
completely different Hospital Trusts has
always been a challenge. Ealing
Hospital is a ‘general’ hospital, whilst
the WLMHT looks after medium to
long term mental health patients, some
in secure accommodation.
Traditionally Ealing Hospital patients
have listened to us via bedside plastic
tube headphones, while WLMHT
buildings use day room wall mounted
speakers; in effect two different
broadcast systems. For several years
both systems have been due to change.
After a delay of over two years, and
one partially installed system, Ealing
Hospital are about to sign a new
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contract with Patient Power provider
‘number two’, to complete and run the
system. Needless to say we have been
making sure our requirements are
included in the new package. With any
luck we hope to be on Patient Power to
coincide with our 30th anniversary in
September.
The WLMHT buildings are not
covered by Patient Power and our
existing 100V speaker systems have
gradually disappeared as wards are refurbished.
For several years we have been
contemplating an LPAM system as the
only realistic option. Being inside the
M25, the only licence available is for
induction loops and the installation
issues (in listed buildings) of these have
made progress painfully slow.
Funds have been raised, the ambition
is there and subject to AM still being a
viable technology in this day and age,
we aim to make it happen as a follow
on from Patient Power.
Whilst we’ve been waiting for things
to happen we’ve been busy reequipping our studios. Through several
grants we’ve been lucky enough to
receive, we’ve updated some of our
studio equipment and just last month
launched our 24 hour computerised
playout system. Ward Radio 24 hours a
day, 365 days a year – part of our
dream actually happened!
In the meantime we are still there
working away. We also seem to be
lucky enough to have a stream of
volunteers ready and able to help.

WEBSITE MOVE
Just to let you know Radio Halton
has finally moved their website to
www.radiohalton.org.
Their new email address is:
info@radiohalton.org.
Radio Halton have wanted to change
from their co.uk address for a while, to
reflect the fact that they are a non-profit
making organisation and are a registered
charity.
Please amend your address book
although they have arranged for emails
to be redirected from the old address.

PLEASE SEND IN
YOUR STATION’S
REPORT BY
16TH AUGUST
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The Highs and Lows of Hospital Radio
How It All Began
I can’t remember exactly when I first
started in hospital radio or how. It must
have been around twenty years ago and
I remember going on Sunday mornings
to Seacroft Hospital. My role was to
support the mid-morning presenter, by
helping to collect dedications and
requests on four wards, then reading
them out on air. It probably lasted only a
few months, as I worked for a large
outside catering firm at the time and my
diary was controlled by outside events.
I do remember my first proper
involvement, a year or so later. I’d
answered an appeal in the local paper
for volunteers at Chapel Allerton
hospital and arranged to meet the
station’s founders: Gilly, who used to be
with BBC Radio Leeds and Mike
Barron. Yorkshire TOGs may remember
the name, because Mike used to be a
DJ on our ‘local’ pirate station, Radio
270 off the coast of Scarborough. The
pirates for me had been the golden era
of music broadcasting, and here was a
chance to learn from someone who’d
been right in the middle of it.

The John Inverdale of
Hospital Radio?
The attraction about Radio Allerton
was the variety of programming. Yes,
we had requests but only once a week.
Other evenings included classical
music, country music and a sort of
Kenny Everett style programme with
music and comedy. Proper radio!
My initial involvement was on Friday
evenings, the one day of the week I felt
able to attend regularly. Gilly presented
a magazine style programme, a mixture
of music and chat. I used to do a slot
on local news items of the week, and –
as it was the weekend – look forward
to sporting events in the area.
Before long I had discovered the
portable tape recorder – the reel-to-reel
UHER, for those in the know – and I
was off doing interviews with the
personalities behind the sports news
such as Howard Kendall when he
managed Everton. My non-sporting
interviews included Barbara
Woodhouse, Mike Harding, Mrs
Scargill [with Mr S overseeing!]. Others
were not so famous: I remember
struggling to get anything interesting out
of the local man who’d just become
world Monopoly champion.
During this time I also got some harsh
lessons in the basics of broadcasting
protocol. I was now being allowed to
‘drive’ the programme: i.e. I was the
one behind the mike, introducing others
who were doing the various slots and
above all I could choose the music. I’ll
ON AIR
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by Francis Klonowski
never forget Gilly’s face through the
glass when I played Don’t Fear The
Reaper one evening: in my naivety, I’d
just chosen it because it was a good
record, without a thought about the
meaning. Since then I have been extra
careful to avoid songs whose title or
words are not suitable for a hospital –
songs like Too Late For Praying on
Gordon Lightfoot’s Sundown.

My Own Programme
I’d been with the station about 18
months when a slot became available
on Friday evenings. Fridays suited me
well: it was the one night I would not
have business commitments and it
proved to be almost therapeutic at the
end of the working week. I had always
been an avid collector of albums and
my idea was to present a programme of
genuine album music. I was always
really disappointed whenever I heard a
programme claiming to be an ‘album
show’ and all they played was the tracks
that had been released as singles! If you
ever heard the Album Chart Show on
Virgin you’ll know what I mean.
For a couple of years, Fridays
enjoyed a golden era. Jules Craig
opened up at 6 pm, a radio engineer
from the recently launched Radio Aire.
Between us we provided three hours of
the best AOR around [that’s Adult
Orientated Rock for the uninitiated],
Jules mainly with singles, me with the
album tracks. It fitted well with Jules’
burgeoning career as an early hours
presenter on Radio Aire, with the
freedom [ah, those halcyon days!] to
play the type of music we were
promoting for the patients.

Too Good To Last
But all was not well with the station.
Other presenters were proving less
reliable and we often found Friday
evening was the first time all week that
Radio Allerton went on air. Who was
going to tune in then if it had been
blank all week? A brain tumour put
paid to Jules’ involvement – and almost
his life – so it was clear that Fridays
would never be the same again. After
struggling for a while, I had a call from
Stephen, ex-Seacroft Hospital Radio:
he was starting up a new station in St
Mary’s, an old Victorian hospital the
other side of Leeds and invited me to
join. It was so spooky! We were in an
old building in a dark corner of the
hospital grounds and I always walked
out quickly to the car without daring to
look back. I hope it didn’t dent the
NHS budget too much but I just
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couldn’t bring myself to switch all the
lights off on the way out.
At least I was doing what I loved best
and – although I say it myself my album
show had developed a really good
format that I felt comfortable with: back
to back tracks with a connection, such
as the same producer or similar themes.
I would play Fleetwood Mac followed
by tracks from individual members of the
band. My abiding memory was playing
a Moody Blues’ track ‘It May be A Fire’
and suddenly becoming aware of
flashing blue lights reflected in the studio
glass! Fortunately it turned out to be a
false alarm and in a neighbouring
building anyway.

The Famous ‘Jimmys’
The main problem with St Mary’s
was that the potential audience was
elderly and, for the most part, not too
aware of their surroundings. It was
time to move on. Again I can’t
remember how it happened, but I got
the chance to move to St James’ – the
Jimmys made famous on TV. With a
much wider audience, a much larger
audience, it seemed a wonderful
opportunity: except that they insisted on
a request-orientated format. Ken, a
retired man, presented the programme
immediately before me and he used to
collect requests for both of us during
the afternoon. I would get down
straight from the office [I didn’t work
from home then], announce my arrival,
have a coffee in the dining room and
go up to prepare my programme.
How I hated that bit! Perhaps it was
just me but we seemed to get the same
tunes requested all the time. Every new
mother in the maternity ward must
have thought they were the first one to
think of Isn’t She Lovely by Stevie
Wonder. And how I wish I had a
pound for every time I had to play The
Old Rugged Cross. Whenever I was
going through the index searching for a
record, I had to resist a whoop of
delight if we didn’t have the one
requested and I could dedicate one of
my own choice instead. I could still
play some album tracks but the scope
was necessarily limited – except when
Ken was away and I sat in for both of
us. I hadn’t time to go to the wards as
well, which gave me an excuse to go
back to my usual album format.
That was until the day when the
people in charge of the station
announced that all presenters, without
exception, would have to do requests.
That included the days when Ken
wasn’t there. Perhaps it was time to
part company again ...
Next month: Return to Chapel Allerton
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Magic in the Air
It was one of those occasions when
our revered Chairman had been
wheeled out to perform his duties as
figurehead of the station. During a lull in
the conversation he was heard to utter
‘I’ve been looking at my diary’. There
was a discernable sigh throughout the
room indicating the collective thought
‘Oh no, he’s going to start reminiscing
again’. Brian is greatly adored but he has
been involved in radio so long that he
sometimes gives the impression he was
at Marconi’s side!
However, in this instance, rather
than looking backward he was looking
forward. Brian said ‘It’s national HBA
week coming up – what are you doing
about it?’ A great idea but our
Chairman does like to set challenges
and this was certainly going to be a
challenge, the date was only three
weeks away.
A couple of us were given the task of
transforming the challenge in to a
reality. As a starting point we devised
the concept of a 52 hour live Marathon
Broadcast. Whilst at first glance this
may seem an odd duration, it provided
us with a marketing hook line of one
hour’s broadcasting for each year of our
existence. As one of the oldest hospital
radio stations in the world, we decided
it was time to capitalise on our
pedigree.
Choosing the 52 hours was easy but
would enough of our members be
available to support this, particularly
when they realised some of them
would have to work through the night?
Any doubts we had were soon
eliminated when we discovered they
were all clamouring to be involved.
The next challenge was to devise
programming that would make the
Marathon both interesting and
entertaining for our patients. Special
guests were an obvious choice but at
such short notice would any be
available? There was only one answer
and that was to hit the telephones and
start asking. Within 48 hours we had
secured the commitment of Austin
Mitchell MP and his wife Linda
McDougall, an award winning TV
producer, Shona McIsaac MP, the
Mayor of North East Lincolnshire and
her consort Leo Solomon, an
internationally renowned jazz musician,
John Fenty, Chairman of Grimsby
Town Football Club and Ade Brooks,
the Chairman of our Hospital Trust. By
this stage we felt as though we were on
a roll and decided to test our luck by
head hunting guest presenters from
ON AIR
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Pictured, from the top: Brian with Ade
Brooks; Grimsby HR member Alli in the
studio; Brian welcomes Andy Marsh;
special guests Austin Mitchell and his wife
Linda McDougall
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commercial radio. The sun was still
shining – their response was ‘no
problem’.
We now had a line-up of guests but
what to do with them? Easy, our own
version of Desert Island Discs – let them
choose six to seven music tracks and
invite them to talk about the reasons for
their particular choices. Our guests
struggled to make their choices but not
quite as much as we did in sourcing
some of these!
At Grimsby Hospital Radio, our aim
is to place the patients at the heart of all
we do and so we wanted to make the
Marathon as interactive as possible with
plenty of phone-in competitions. But
competitions mean prizes which means
money but there was none in the
budget because we didn’t have one! By
now we were beginning to feel like
magicians, so could we pull prizes out
of the hat? We targeted local
businesses that we thought might be
sympathetic and invited them to support
us. The response was overwhelming;
Father Christmas certainly arrived early
this year.
This talk of money or rather the lack
of it set us thinking. Could we persuade
local companies to sponsor individual
programmes? Well, the old saying is
that if you don’t ask you don’t get, so
we asked and the cheques started
dropping through our letter box.
From a blank sheet of paper we now
had the makings of a successful event
and so we decided it was time to blow
our own trumpet. A quick call to the
local paper and a friendly journalist was
summoned. On this occasion, we
decided a little forward planning would
not go amiss and so we actually
prepared a media presentation. The
journalist became caught up in our
enthusiasm and committed to articles
pre and post the event together with
full photographic coverage. This kind
lady duly delivered on her promise and
on each occasion we were afforded an
entire page of reporting with multiple
articles devoted entirely to us.
Hmm, if the print media were
interested then what about our
colleagues in radio and television?
Nothing was insurmountable now. A
quick call to commercial radio and an
agreement was reached for them to
promote our Marathon and also
undertake a live interview with our
Chairman. Now this was risky but we
figured they could always fade Brian
out if he began to ramble too much.
Local TV proved just as easy. They
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Magic in the Air continued
offered a 30 minute documentary
which would feature the Marathon at
the heart of the programme. A camera
crew was seconded to the station for
the weekend and every guest interview
was filmed in entirety together with
background interviews with numerous
members. Needles to say everyone is
eagerly awaiting our proof copy of the
programme.
The actual Marathon flew by and
everyone became enthused by all that
was taking place; some forwent sleep
to almost live at the station throughout
the weekend. Many of our presenters
even arrived with specially prepared
programmes to deliver a ‘sound’ that
was different to our normal output.
As the 52 hours drew to a close

Brian with Margaret and Leo
there was no time to relax. After all, this
was HBA week and a week lasts longer
than a weekend. So, many of us were

Shona McIsaac with Brian
back on the Wednesday when we
threw open our doors to members of
the public, hospital staff and any
patients who were mobile. We offered
tours behind the scenes and the chance
to see the station broadcasting live.
People were dropping in throughout
the day and we even managed to
recruit some new members.
As we limped through to the
weekend rest was still not an option.
We had hastily, as with everything else,
arranged to take a presence in the
largest shopping complex in the region.
As we stood there forlornly holding our
collecting tins swathes of people made
a bee line to us to deposit their spare
change. Our high level media profile
had paid off with many commenting on
the coverage. For one member though,
the highlight of the day was being given
the telephone number of an attractive
young lady but upon this we must draw
a discreet veil.
Saturday evening finally drew to a
close and it was time to put our feet up
and celebrate. Once more, our
illustrious Chairman was wheeled out
and with some difficulty rose to his feet
and in true Mr Grace style, uttered the
immortal words ‘You’ve all done very
well! As Freddie Mercury proclaimed,
It’s been a kind of magic which reminds
me of the time ...’ Yes, Brian. Only –
next time you decide to get your diary
out can you give us a bit more notice?
We are accustomed to doing the
impossible but achieving all this in just
three weeks has to border on the
miraculous!

COPY DATE FOR
ON AIR 106
16TH AUGUST 2005
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And Now for Some Name Dropping ...
Hospital Radio Barnet’s Brett Ellis
has interviewed a number of
celebrities live on his Thursday evening
show. Among the guests who have
appeared over the last twelve months
are Uri Geller, David Soul, Peter
Stringfellow, Human rights activist Peter
Tatchell, Tory Leader Michael
Howard, Government minister Hilary
Benn, Battleaxe Christine Hamilton,
Clare Short, Ambassador to South
Africa Paul Boateng, Rik Waller, Dave
Prowse and BNP leader Nick Griffin.
The ethos of the interviews
undertaken is simple.’I believe a station
is only as good as its output and the
listeners should not be patronised but
entertained.
‘I make sure I ask questions we all
would like interviewers to ask but are
often too scared to’.
Highlights include Christine
Hamilton being grilled on her and
husband Neil’s expenditure at the Paris
Ritz, where she defended their bill
(which ran into several thousand) by
stating that it costs £12 for a can of
coke from the mini bar. I then asked her
how many thousands of cans of coke
they had drunk during their weekend
stay.
Uri Geller actually went further and
swore at me after the interview due to
my questioning him about his friendship
with Michael Jackson and his
arranging for Martin Bashir to undertake
‘the interview’. Maybe it was a bit
childish but I asked him how he didn’t
see the storm that followed coming if
he is a psychic as he claims. He was
not impressed.
I had also tried for months to arrange
an interview with Michael Howard
and had been turned down several
times. However, I got lucky after his
mother was admitted to Barnet Hospital
and Mr Howard (a few weeks prior to
the general election) came under fire
for not thanking the Barnet hospital staff
for the excellent service given (as stated
by his mother). Out of the blue, I
received a phone call from his press
office asking if I would undertake an
interview the next day with Mr
Howard. I must say he did not come
across well. He did not appreciate
tough questions and he called Mr Blair
a liar on numerous occasions. I also
asked why, if the Health Service was in
such a bad state as he had previously
been quoted as saying, he didn’t pay for
his mother to go private? He claimed it
was a ridiculous suggestion and one he
would not answer.
ON AIR
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Brett Ellis recalls some of the
interviews he has conducted
with some of the better known
members of the public ...
One of my favourite guests was Peter
Stringfellow. I must admit I had
preconceived ideas of what he would
be like but I was totally surprised. He
had a wicked sense of humour, did not
duck any questions including my asking
why he insisted on his mullet haircut.
He claimed he had modelled himself
on the Beatles (circa 1960s), he liked it
and he wouldn’t change it. The
interview took place on the phone and
he admitted he was lying naked on the
bed which was a little too much
information for me! I also asked what

Uri Geller actually
went further and
swore at me after
the interview
the secret of his success with the fairer
sex was. ‘Simple ... I have one chat up
line I have always used and it always
works ...’ ‘Hi, I’m Peter Stringfellow
and this is my club’.
My most controversial interview was
with BNP leader Nick Griffin. I must
admit I had to think long and hard
beforehand as to whether this was
suitable for HRB. I decided to go ahead
with it for a few simple reasons. Firstly,
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I do not believe you should only
interview subjects that you believe in.
I am not a human or gay rights
activist but I interviewed Peter Tatchell.
I do not frequent strip clubs but I
interviewed Peter Stringfellow. I also
do not agree with the BNP or their
policies and I believe that guests of this
calibre should be challenged. Also, I
thought if it is good enough for Paxman
and Vine to interview him, why not
me? Hence I decided to undertake the
interview and really challenge the BNP
and its policies.
I have to be honest; Mr Griffin came
across as a very intelligent man. He did
not duck any questions asked and I
even asked him if he (as the leader of a
clearly homophobic party) had, as
claimed by former National Front
leader Martin Webster, had a gay affair.
He refuted this claim entirely. His
views were very controversial and I
learnt the BNP manifesto off by heart.
That is the secret to a successful
interview; make sure you research the
subject thoroughly.
I have also been invited to meet and
interview the Arsenal football team and
to attend the Mayor’s press conference
which is nice as it shows that Hospital
Broadcasting is being taken seriously, as
it should be.
My interviews have appeared in
Kevin McGuire’s political article in the
Daily Mirror, Guardian Media, The
New Statesman as well as the local
Hendon and Barnet Times.
My strangest experience though has
to be interviewing self proclaimed King
of the Pagans, Kevin Carylon, who
performed a spell live on air. The spell
I asked to him to perform was to make
everyone listening achieve good health.
At the end of the spell he screamed,
nearly deafening me through the
headphones and the next day I caught
a cold. Still I suppose you can’t win
them all!
My next interviews are with R2D2
Kenny Baker and football legend Paul
Gascoigne.

This is really opening
the floodgates ...
Have you interviewed
someone really famous?
We’ll print the most
interesting replies ... legit
ones only please.
Send your articles to the
Editor, address page 2
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Regional Reps details
REGION

REP

ADDRESS

PHONE

E-MAIL

Regional
Officer

Chris Berezai

1 Bryn Rhosyn
Forest View
Morriston
Swansea
SA6 6DB

0870 321 6005

regions@hbauk.com

Anglia

Julie Cox

37 Alford Street
Grantham
NG31 8BX

0870 765 9601

anglia@hbauk.com

Home

Garry Lakin

29 Hardwicke Place
London Colney
St Alban s AL2 1PX

0870 765 9602

homecounties@hbauk.com

London

Ben Hart

20 Church Avenue
Pinner
Middx HA5 5JQ

0870 765 9603

london@hbauk.com

Midlands

Trevor Walters

17 Byford Court
Byford Street
Nuneaton
CV10 8DT

0870 765 9604

midlands@hbauk.com

North

Tony Swinhoe

48 Brenkley Avenue 0870 765 9605
Park Estate
Shiremoor
Tyne & Wear NE27 OPR

north@hbauk.com

Northern
Ireland

Davey Downes

19 Collingbridge Drive 0870 765 9606
Glengormley
Newtonabbey
BT36 7SX

nireland@hbauk.com

North West

David McGealy

40 Saffron Drive
Moorside
Oldham
OL4 2PU

0870 765 9607

northwest@hbauk.com

Scotland

Charles McVey

26 Dillichip Terrace
Bonhill
Alexandria, G83 9HZ

0870 765 9608

scotland@hbauk.com

South

Neil Ogden

0870 765 9609

south@hbauk.com

South East

Dave Lockyer

54 School Lane
Higham, Rochester
Kent ME3 7JF

0870 765 9611

southeast@hbauk.com

Wales & West

Paul Sysum

7 Queens Square
Chippenham
Wiltshire
SN15 3BL

0870 765 9613

waleswest@hbauk.com

Yorkshire

Ashley Williams

60 Ravenstone Dr
Greetland
Halifax HX1 8DU

0870 765 9614

yorkshire@hbauk.com

All HBA Regional Reps now have national rate (0870) telephone numbers. The majority of Reps have
now routed the number to their home phone number and thus are able to receive calls made to the
new number. Hopefully the remainder will set up their numbers within the next few days.
As with the existing 0870 numbers for other members of the Executive Committee, the HBA gets a
very small commission on all calls made to these numbers. We would ask, therefore, that if your
Regional Rep is not a local call for you, please use the 0870 number. It should cost you no more but the
HBA will recover a small percentage of the cost from your telecoms provider.
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Who to Contact on the Executive Committee
Chief Executive
John Watson

Deputy Chief Executive
Phil Moon

13 Trinafour, Perth, Perthshire PH1 2SS

82 Greenleaf Gardens, Polegate, E
Sussex BN26 6PH

Tel: 0870 321 6000
e-mail: chief@hbauk.com

Tel: 0870 321 6014

Main contact with statutory
bodies. Ambassadors

e-mail: deputychief@hbauk.com

Treasurer John Harper

General Secretary
Nigel Dallard

50 Neale St, Fulwell, Sunderland,
SR6 9EZ

Tel: 0870 321 6004
Fax: 01268 565759
e-mail: finance@hbauk.com

Sub committee chairman.
Special projects

54 St. Annes Close, Badger Farm,
Winchester, Hampshire SO22 4LQ

Tel: 0870 321 6003

Financial matters (other than
subscriptions)

e-mail: secretary@hbauk.com
General correspondence, Company
Secretary, annual review

President June Snowden

Vice President
David Nicholson, MBE

P.O. Box 76, Ely, CB6 3WH

Tel: 0870 321 6009
e-mail: president@hbauk.com

East Cottage, Milbourne Hall, Milbourne,
Newcastle upon Tyne NE20 OEB

Tel: 0870 321 6016

Station visits, represent HBA
publicly, print and present long
service certificates

e-mail: vicepresident@hbauk.com

Technical Adviser
Geoff Fairbairn

Public Relations Manager
Mike Skinner

Flat 6, 4 Blunt Rd, South Croydon CR2 7PA

Tel: 0870 321 6012
e-mail: technical@hbauk.com

Station visits, represent HBA publicly
Awards sub committee chairman,
present long service certificates

6 Batchelor Way, Uckfield, East Sussex
TN22 2DD

Tel: 0870 321 6008
e-mail: publicrelations@hbauk.com

Technical matters

Press & public relations, charity
profile

Administrator/Membership
Marie Harper

Regional Manager Chris Berezai

50 Neale St, Fulwell, Sunderland, SR6 9EZ

Tel: 0870 321 6017
e-mail: info@hbauk.com

Point of contact for outside bodies
on all HBA matters. HBA EC diary.
Membership records, address changes
and all subscriptions

Sales & Advertising
Executive Gary King
62 Chanctonbury Road, Burgess Hill,
West Sussex RH15 9EY

1 Bryn Rhosyn, Forest View, Morriston,
Swansea, SA6 6DB

Tel: 0870 321 6005
e-mail: regions@hbauk.com

Regional meetings, contacts,
setting up a region etc.
Editor Michelle Newstead
2 Falkland Close, Boreham, Chelmsford,
Essex CM3 3DD

Tel: 0870 321 6026

Tel: 0870 321 6011
Fax: 0870 321 6019

e-mail: advertising@hbauk.com

e-mail: onair@hbauk.com

All Corporate sales for HBA

On Air magazine

Webmaster Terry Savage

IT Co-ordinator Chris Hughes

PO Box 421, Uxbridge UB10 8SP

21 Mattaysens Way, St Mellons, Cardiff CF3 OPL

Tel: 0870 321 6018

Tel: 0870 765 9616

e-mail: webmaster@hbauk.com

e-mail: itsupport@hbauk.com
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